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1 
Origins of the Study 
As an engineering student in the Honors Program, I am con-
tinually faced with the sterotype of engineering students as 
people with no interest in social or cultural affairs and no con-
sideration of things which cannot be tied down and measured. I 
decided to test this conception as best I could, even to comparing 
engineering students quantitatively to natural resources, history, 
and business majors. I attempted to get number comparisons for 
the index of relative awarenesses of culture. I suppose that 
only an engineering student would have the temerity to try to 
attach numerical values to something as nebulous as cultural 
awareness, but this seemed to me to be the only way to really 
compare engineering students to others. 
Proposed Methods of Measurement 
Several methoas were proposed to me by various people for 
measuring cultural awareness, such as correlating ticket sales 
for Fine Arts events with majors, but no record is kept of who 
buys tickets, so this proved impossible. Finally I decided that 
a questionnaire was the only feasible methoa. 
I undertook a minor literature survey on this project, only 
to discover that nothing has been done in this area other than 
editorials or other expressions of opinion. To the best of my 
knowledge, there has not been a questionnaire or similar instru-
ment ever copyrighted in the U.S. that would have been of any 
assistance to me in designing mine. 
2 
Difficulties _ with Wrii:in g _the~testionnair e 
The initial difficulty faced was how to define "cultural 
awareness". After some discussion with Dr. Alder I decided that 
knowledge of a combination of the social, political, and fine 
arts aspwcts of our society would have to serve. 
Once I had a definition, I started writing down questions 
that I thought might measure what I wanted. The first difficulty 
faced was that of writing ~nbiased questions, that is, questions 
which no group would be more likely to answer simply because of 
knowledge gained as a result of their major. I did not succeed 
perfectly here, but this will be discussed in more depth in the 
analysis of the individual questions. Another difficulty was 
writing questions which could be evaluated quantitatively. 
Finally, the whole questionnaire needed to fit on one page, and 
require the average student not more than five minutes to complete. 
It took about four weeks before I felt that I had a satisfactory 
questionnaire. 
Eva luation of the Questionnaire 
The questionnaire was comprised of many different types of 
questions from different areas, and for this reason I evaluated 
each question separately. I felt that there was no way in which 
I could meaningfully compare them. (F.tir compilation of results, 
and discussion of the questions, see the Appendix, subheading 
"Responses to Questions") 
4 
APPENDIX 
Class ranks of the groups 
Fresh. Soph. Jr. Sen . Grad . No Res. 
Engr. 0 0 18 9 1 3 
Nat. Res. 1 3 11 19 3 0 
HASS 0 4 14 15 4 1 
Business 0 0 13 11 8 2 
In engineering I used a Thermodynamics class (34 students), in 
Natural Resources I used Watershed Management (37 students), 
in HASS a History 444 class (38 students), and in Business I used 
Economics 500 (34students). 
Responses to ~estions 
Here I will tabulate the responses, explain my method of 
evaluation, and make an y comments I feel are pertinent . 
(1) 
En gineerin g 
Nat. Res. 
HASS 
Business 
4 
2 
3 
10 
13 
Number of 
3 
12 
14 
19 
11 
correct responses 
2 1 0 
10 5 2 
4 11 5 
5 3 1 
10 0 0 
the 
Ziegler; 
WI* 
2.23 
1.9 2 
2 .9 7 
3.09** 
This tabulation is set up to indicate that in Engineering for 
e xample, 12 people had three cor r ect responses, and five people 
had one correct response. 
*Weighted Index. This number was calculated by multiplying the 
number of people in each category by the numbe r of correct responses 
for that category and dividing by the total number of responses. 
It is the average number of correct responses for each group . 
**In business 33 of 34 students got Walter Heller correct , a much 
hi gher fraction than any other group . Walter Heller spoke on 
Economics. 
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(2) About what percentage of the basketball and football games 
here at USU do you attend? 
Engr. 
Nat. Res. 
HASS 
Business 
O to 10 
15 
21 
11 
9 
11 to 49 
2 
1 
7 
6 
50 to 89 
7 
10 
11 
10 
90 to 100 
6 
5 
9 
9 
WI 
1.10 
0.97 
1. 47 
1. 56 
Here to calculate WI, I used 3 points for 90 to 100, 2 points for 50 
to 89, 1 point for 11 to 49, and O points for Oto 10. 
(3) Have you ever taken a class outside your major or minor that 
was in no way required? 
Engr. 
Nat. Res. 
HASS 
Business 
Yes 
15 
33 
37 
26 
No 
16 
4 
1 
8 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
No, of bks. 0 
Engr. 3 
Nat. Res. 5 
HASS 2 
Business 5 
1 to 5 
22 
20 
7 
17 
6 to 12 13 
2 
6 
12 
7 
or more WI 
4 1. 23 
2 1.03 
13 1.84 
3 1.18 
Types Sci. Fi. Classics Bestsellers No. Res. Other 
Engr. 2 10 4 10 2 
Nat. Res. 8 5 6 15 7 
HASS 2 10 5 13 13 
Business 1 2 3 21 8 
For the WI here I allowed 1 point for 1 to 5, 2 points for 6 to 12, and 
3 points for 13 or more. I made no allowance for different types of 
books read, 
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(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended 
in the Fine Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. 
0 1 to 3 4 to 6 7 and over WI 
Engr. 17 12 1 1 0.55 
Nat. Res. 17 14 5 1 o. 73 
HASS 15 15 3 2 0. 71 
Business 16 15 3 0 0.62 
For WI, I allowed 1 point for 1 to 3, 2 points for 4 to 6, and 3 points 
for 7 or more. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines 
outside your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any 
to which you already subscribe) 
Newsweek 
Time 
Playboy 
Sports Il. 
Nat'l. Geo. 
Rdrs. Dig. 
U.S. News 
Engr. Nat. Res. 
8 11 
7 14 
8 10 
5 6 
1 8 
1 2 
0 0 
HASS 
16 
14 
6 
4 
4 
9 
7 
Business 
16 
14 
4 
9 
5 
4 
4 
There were several other magazines that received a few responses, but 
these were the most popular ones. 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? 
Never Occasionally Frequently Always WI 
Engr. 0 4 14 13 2.29 
Nat. Res. 0 9 15 13 2.11 
HASS 2 6 15 15 2.13 
Business 1 9 13 11 2.00 
Here I allowed points as follows: Never, O; occasionally, l; frequently, 2; 
and always, 3. 
I am rather suspicious of the answers to this question, because they seem 
to have little or no correlation with correct responses to question one 
(1), and I think there should be. 
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(8) Name the things you watch on TV. 
News Sports Movies Shows Don't watch 
Engr. 23 12 9 15 3 
Nat. Res 17 8 10 8 8 
HASS 21 11 10 9 10 
Business 17 17 5 17 4 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible. 
Engr. Nat. Res. HASS Business 
Milton Freidman 3 7 15 31 
(Economist) 
James St. Clair 2 4 21 4 
(Lawyer) 
Frank Lloyd Wright 7 20 21 16 
(Architect) 
Henry Moore 0 1 1 0 
(Sculptor) 
William Buckley 7 22 22 13 
(Columnist) 
Jerry terHorst 4 8 15 6 
(Former press sec.) 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 16 24 30 16 
(Author) 
Salvadore Dali 6 12 14 8 
(Artist) 
No Response 12 6 4 2 
WI 1.45 2.65 3.39 2.76* 
Further information on this project, including the questionnaires 
used, is on file in the Honors office, Library 349. 
>'<Here again a bias may have intruded. Milton Friedman was answered 
correctly by 31 of 34 business students, a much larger fraction than 
any other gr oup. 
Class Rank 
----
:1aj or ____ _ Sex 
-----
8 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and foo tball games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your f avorite books or authors . 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year?-~~ 
(6) 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe) . 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Questionairre 
of 
Engineering 
Class Rank .S'g_ Major Cf=£ Sex ft A be 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (includin fall 
Ron Zeigler; oshe Dayan; 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor th at was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
(4) About how man y books outside your major do you read each year?~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or au t h ors. 
~~~ 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or si mila r activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? Z) 
Name two or three. 
(6 ) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
yo ur major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). $£<,',/ fJt'tJC.ie.. 
fl-.lt:"''t 00'1 . C.0. 5 p,::,e~s t 11 t.....S ce./\-b-
( 7) How often do yo u read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ 
(8) Name the thi~&s you 
/(/ ~u...J5 
5 ()G,J 2.C-> 
Ir Fe (A.) s 
watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mi lton Friedman William Buckley r,:, (.. ,·t ,'c....o,.__,., 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
5; p tq, 
G,{t E , {l • 
_ __, _, I L:....u 
5 0 u. (; ~ D i'u 1' ;Jfr 
CA-£ RtH. rvr-
Class Rank~~~~ Major CEE Sex /11f)/£ 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): ~ k Anders ~; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler· · oshe Dayan'; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? J.5 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
(5) 
(6) 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year?Jfl/{)/V't: 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never ~ Frequently 
(8) Name the thi~gs you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
/vh'cl,,,,Jf.f 7l7G w-'eo, 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank c~/ Maj or I,r ,'f· NJ,;;, Sex _,ff 
(1) 
' ' -----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fal 
Ron Zeigler; Daycm 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
----.. 
q_uarter): Jack Ande~ Buckminster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisol -- warier Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 3;' 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5) 
sf e,,._£ecf. 
;4 .... i"'.- ,,qr 
How many plays, concerts, or 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. c. ~ _/ 
17 //C -TA / 
similar activities have you attended in the 
2 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never esiona ~ Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
011 f ,,_ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley - {.:;,._,,., · -1' ' 
Jerry terHorst _/;,,,, //c-,,.- ,,.c;-:H .Jc->', ./ ,,,:;,/,,/ 
Always 
James St. Clair - ~ L"!w/<".., 
Frank Lloyd Wright - Jr<.,/, eek Alexander Solzhenitsyn - E 1-t/to'/ fttsf .-, .,, ,,,., I'('. 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
---------------------- ------------ -
Class Rank~ 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lec..tli ed on the USU campus 
this year (including fall uar_ter): ack Anderso · 'Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; ~she Daya~; Shirley Chisom; a ter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? _J___ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this l. ear? .'Q 
Name two or three. L _ )S . ( r, -r- r1,L
1
f .· /' c(t / 'c c·v ·, 1,:-·,11 1(...('~ L.,) ;- . ~ Cc ,1L· -f".,.· C 
' (., r:if u,v-,,clj 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). ,, ,-/ · t', , ., / ' , '' ;::: -/, 
/- '/ I vl 1 1- vi r h,/ C, ..,, fVl (,,. v I I., v J' ,,_ 
/ !r,1 .. /~ (,, 
( 7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally 
(3) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
N-€...t..,05 / ('o,"Vl l.c-fy '5'k()./v_j' 6(/dci J,-r-Ct/.Y'J' 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman c:'co11.c=cr-t. William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 

Class Rank J\.Wv..cr-f Maj or CIVi L Sex KAu;. 
E'..N~ Ii\) 12:G. e.,i..i (,_ 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names people who have lectured on the USU campus 
(2) 
(3) 
this year (inc ~l~u,,_.,._.~=>--'"-'='~ 
Ron Zeigler Moshe 
qu ter · ct Anderson; Buckmins t er Fuller; 
J hirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
=-----
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? Ono/, 
Job l hcJ-bl bJ,( } ¥ f'"l:>-t hc--tl 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? J:t__ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
A~w-Qo-N SJ~,t7r. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? f\JoNC 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? _J_Include any to which you 
already subscribe). Ne•-cJ'':, w-o./c, 11rfio , 1 ~ 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
/Jews J l'1 o-d q1,,._,_ J , ;Jyn-,._<t,, h- 1 S,,:;f 6_ 5<..vv-dcJ Mov i.e.!::::,, 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman P~t 
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wright 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Salvadore Dali ~Y 

Cla,s Rank Maj or v JI ,t:f' 
----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; Shirley Chiso lm; Walter Heller. 
(2) 
(3) 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
-(4) About how many books outside your major do you rea d each year? ) 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
How many plays, conce rts, or ~i~~:. ~activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ~ 
Name two or three. .._____ 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). r 
,;Y~~~ 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
How often dor y/r~~ ;~ e? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(/-pfr ~ t)Hl//}_;;;~ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank J (', Major EE Sex /11AL£ 
( 1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler ;(!§she Dayan) ([hirley ChisolriD) Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of t he basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend?=:() 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
About how 
Name a few 
-r.k. 
No 
many books outside your 
of your favorite books 
T~ 
major do you read each year? ~(:;} 
or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? .:3 
Name two or three. 
c~c~ 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). p_d- .. d-. .J.k • 
~::J ,I ) 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally (Jrequen~ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
A/0 TV 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
. 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn (A)~ 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali A~ 
CHESS 
I< AR..ATE 
s /<:./ / /\I & 
PLA.YJNG OJe'uWIS 
h/C mEI\I 
CLAS~ICAL IYIUSIC 
Class Rank ~n, o ..- Maj or £J;-_____ Sex ;t1 
(1) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
quarter): Jack An~G+l~ - B ckminster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisolm; ,,..--Wa!ter Hell r. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes No.,) 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 3 
~--
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
Uc-..:5. t.,.._.'.:)o s ~~ ,h r~'"'tlr.......-l<,.o...<""""O..joP.. 
~ 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? No# 
(6) 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). -r-~ 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionallyx Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
-r;, Y>'I ~ Yr4' CJ '5hi, w ~
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 

Class Rank ,R 
./ 
Ylajor F €, Sex M 
(1) Circle the 
(2) Approximately 
at USU do you 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
the USU campus 
what percentage of the basketball and football 
attend? ~ 
Fuller; 
games here 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) 
G 
About how many books outside yo ur major do you read each year? n tf d\Ae,/ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
( 5 ) 
(6) 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ex_ 
--'"---
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally -~ Frequently  
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
ff\_ O Si I y Y) O {l(__ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank :'.=)R. Major CEE Sex M 
-----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names 
this year (includin 
the USU campus 
Fuller; 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
, Ron Zeigler; 1oshe Dayan 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your fa vorite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ~() -
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). ~?c s IL\ .... \)':;,"\ R A. ... \'t,'C) 
1 
T, tv\t:. 
1 
Yl. P--'-4 5 O"< 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ Alwaii.J 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
Evaz...'-?T 1-J, u c....., 1 11-\ 11-....) 1<- ~ 1 <-L ~ w,,~•J,) D HY 
'L"-)O v.)Lc'D C, E 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Cl.Awy.;;f2...) Jerry terHorst ( l~W't(c12.) 
Frank Lloyd Wright A'2-LHI T ECT Alexander Solzhenitsyn w121,t f<:. 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali ~'R. l"';;:,1 ( 'PA tl',..l"f"'ER_) 
T v 11J(', 
I I 
---
}- /S /--/ / /J& 
Class Rank S° e Yl , Major E E Sex N\ 
(1) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (includi fall 
Ron Zeigler; ~she Dayan· 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
quarter): Jack A~-GC · minster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisolm;QJalter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
5 0% 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4 ) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? g() 
Name a few of your fa vorite books or authors. 
( 5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? !{on_,,(__., 
(6) 
( 7) 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
alread~ subscribe). 
Tjm_JL r Pll(J brJ tE- N t2-ws 1~ 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
- b """--""' Y Yo ....J -
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
James St. Clair 7 
William Buckley Milton Friedman 
Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank S [<..,. Maj or C /?. l:- Sex 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (inclu ing._ all q1:;_arter): Jack Ande ~; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; (f1oshe Dayan; ,Shirley Chisolm, Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 2-
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
-,, ~ , 
--+11 }' r i +'G:.. \( C.-A-' ~ fv' '; {' ~ ,.·-rG/<.. ().::;) . 
~ r -
" 
,i' 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? "') 
(6) 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). 
+-· .... -r- -= c:.. I ' - ~ I G .-; O( 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
Always 
I' ')'Clr., f CJ/i... 11..'!:;.l -'~ ·'·::.~.) F',~Of.1 D 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank Juµ10(- Major f E Sex F 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
-----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have 
this year (including fall quarter): (Ja ck 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; <_,e ey Chisoim 
lectured on the USU campus 
Ande ~ Buckminster Fuller; 
Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
N oN 0/o 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in 
required? 
Yes No 
About how many books outside your major do you rea d each year? 
Name a few of your favorite bo oks or authors . 
no way 
How many plays, concerts, or similar ac tivities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? .Mll..YY 
Name two or three. T J-1€ 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
yo ur major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 
---· 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (~ws, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexa nder Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
--
tS P1/ill/O . 
Class Rank S Major FE Sex M 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
(8) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who l@_y.e tured on the USU campus 
this year (includin fall quarter): \_Lack Anders 9 ; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; foshe Day~ Shirley Chisol m; > Walter Heller. 
-----Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
().00 ~ 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? Zo -SO 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. IJ. /}st:fmuvc., 1 l1r, 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? CJ'. CO /'.o 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you . 
already subscribe). l'-1::)pvler Sc , ;_, Pe, IV & .' ~H (.> le r -I ~c.--.,; lJ 
/V"' 'IT"" _.. ,t , ',. 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently Always 
Iv- ~"d ~ /,i ~t--/::; p1 ~t o-l' SL, /-t::- ev-ev dt:1 u I 
/' , · i-i i1 o t:J c e> r 1 // ,.c. v 
Name the things you wa~ch on TV (shows, news, sports, evens, e 
q;o-t T v 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
fl"'c -lrv ;1 L,L s 
c"' V' 5' 
F< s tr 
... p,r , ,., +, ~; c { I i '1 , ,1 le , 'f , J c, r ) 
I JI C C/;.;1 111 (:" 
......_ 
Class Rank M . (_ff l aJor ____ _ Sex M 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who ~ ave lectu~ on the USU campus 
this year (inc-}uding--faJl quarter): ~ ck Anderso ry; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Mo~aya_D\; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? ~ 
Yes No 
About how many books outside yo ur 
Name a few of your favorite books 
+r<- k.,,, ;-t ,:',\) s.li_C<._-.Jjc-OY"' I 
major do you rea d each 
or authors. 
6 ,,,,.u~ 'Ju0-f /,,<.Jl_ 3 
year? 
How many ~s , concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Cente r this year? -J 
1 ,1> tJ,c./v.1/4.. Name two . or t9ree. . I. { f . ) 7> h.:t.-tJv- .,e, '/f.J-<. .._.~ 
U I a I.... <5 J. )r1 f /l.-vYl..,fl ? <-~I/ J o 
Er N" i 'J ~ ch V-t 1 Lf -:s Lr .1' Cl" c ( If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 
t~) 
How often do yo u read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, ~~ events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occ upations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst ( ,~ j<..'~ -I - .Pl'-uv) 
Fran k Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn ( I</ rt'-/ e.-1'-) 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali ( f~tA I~) 
Class Rank ;J&J.tv' ] ._ Maj or F 
-----
Sex 
-----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (i~ding fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler ( Mo~ Daya ; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
7 / 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ..r;;____ 
Name a few of your favori te books or authors. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fin e Arts Center this year? () 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to 
yo ur major, which ones would you choose? 
already subs cribe ). 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7 ) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently /~ w~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman 
James St. Clair 
I -r I Frank Lloyd Wright t.,u, <Y1 Ci 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley ft 
Jerry terHorst t 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
c L-Sal vadore Dali 
Cla3s Rank S-e,-./, Sex 1'1\. 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORN 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; ~irley Chi so"'® Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ~ 
Name a few of your favo rite books or authors . 
, ; . ..;;.. , 
'.l,7.4/~ ~ (!-' -«-~ 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activi ties have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? c:; 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). /\/ew-5 vV<=>~/<.J Ch,:;//'<'v/ Pel"v--r/r,,,,rs.,., 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, ~ews, sports, events, etc.) 
-.;~, +;-.,_ -v-s 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Alw~ 
Class Rank S en . Major 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? () 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you rea d each year? ./"c:...u) 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 171»0 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Includ~ any to which you 
already subscribe). auJC'r,i:)r ... /... . ")(' 1 I'*; 1). 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally 'Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
. ,/)"7 e,...., hf'.,. r>J Milto n Friedman . ,) / William Buckley £) res, c e- ,..,, !:1 lc,J-,,.," 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright J. I' : Alexander Solzhenitsyn /?;e·' 
Henry Moore Salvad ore Dali 
Always 
Maj or .:r.t. 
-----
Sex M · 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; t-~ -D~x_an ;) Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you rea d eacb year? 
(5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
Name a few of your favorite bo oks or authors. 
t:__~ ~<- \) Ov.- 1) o_.v.__: ~~ 
b \\~ -~~ ~~ 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fi ne Arts Center this year? \AA) ~ 
Name two or three. 
~ \J~ e ~ 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 
9~~0~ 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
f~a,-~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milto n Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Always 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn - ~- \ -t i~..______, . 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank 2 ~11 ·,r Major J.1 .,:=. Sex 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; 
people who have 
quarter): _J ack 
Shirley Chisolm 
---
lectured on the USU campus 
Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the ba sket ball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ~ 
Name a fe w of your favorite books or autho rs. 
(!}~ 0~ 
( 5) How many plays, conce rts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? C) 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). /' . .-· ~ /_ci /·-,,,&~/ Z. 'l,./ '~. 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ~ equ ~ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, 
I j 
news, sports, events, etc.) 
/~ r: / '/?'w4, l,{ 7 / "'- -, 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possib _le: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wrigh t Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvad ore Dali 
J 
ClaEs Rank JL Major (_ f Sex_--'- ,~--+---
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
(1) Circle the names of those 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
this year (including fall_:i-== =--~--<....:~ ...::..::..::..::.::..c. 
Ron Zeigler; ~6she Da a , 
Fuller; 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
q5°fo 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 2 - 3 
Name a few of you r favorite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? / 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe) . 0 . I . () t 
N,ic,, d ..;,)~ "., ( )"" s 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which yo u 
F ..... ,, l(V"' s f'D, ·I, l "{ I. 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ( Frequently , 
Name the things you watch on 
rJ l4<XJ ,·1:.--~l' 7~.;:t.1 
etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley vtLw !:- "ta"' 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst - ~5 mc1 r,.._ 
Auh i-ed Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
tc.._~ 
G~.1 lu t k<_Y 
~~ 
Clam Rank c•::c Maj or ,;.. Sex 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
----
-----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (in~g fall 
Ron Zeigler; ~~_Da~; 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
uart~) · k Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisol ; Walter Heller. 
- -------
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
0 {--
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? /O-/ ~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or au t hors. 
C~ r.a C...o\) , \ o \ S \ o'j , \'f\~ \ \J...) o,.' "'- - b..i..J--\i c Y-f, 
~ook: \-o • V.:.~ I) 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? C:::> 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe)· l'\lo N '-/ 
1 1 1 \v\t , Q\..I\ '-180'/ 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ 
the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, 
Co"".e.di€.7> - l ~ \_\ "' ~ M )J _ 1,1\1_:\, '-""J ""'-..........__ 
Wo.\d, ~ w~ \ ~ v-,..; ~~ 1 J. ~o \',v."'~ - ~ 
(8) Name 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman Willi am Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvado re Dali 
\\\o \ \\~ ~1r~ \ "' 
?o\,\tL? 

ClaES Rank Jo,,.,,;o r Maj or /~ f: Sex N\ 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): ~k Ande~~ Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler;~ Shirley Chisotnr, Wal Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? A/Ct"'~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? !Vo1'.1--< 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). It/ ev '/0 y K -t,',..-e S
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
-t q ,..-0 C) Y' y () v,/ 
Col"""',. .•d,j S ho.J~ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright 
-
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank <;:._ Maj or C:: ,'£ ~ Sex o 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
--------'=---
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
Circle the names of those people who~h~ on the USU campus 
this year (inc:l~ding fall quarter): Jack Anderson ~ Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler;~ Shirley Chisom; a1.-r-er1-leller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? '?~ 
Have you taken a class outside your maj9r or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 3 
~--
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in 
Fine Arts Center this year? _ ·2__ __ 
Name two or three. 
\.,~ 
J- - p. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe) . 
the 
( 7) 
.c~,._--t ) ~' 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman =) l.J .. :,;_.t. . . - William Buckley 
James St. Clair ~ Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvad ore Dali 
Class Rank J v1V\10, Maj or ti\ C. Sex ti\ · 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
-----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack 
Ron Zeigler; ~ (0l1rley iso m 
lectured on the USU campus 
Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? , 
80 c 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? J 
---
Name two or three . ....1-~~ .JJ,v Vv ,_v,:j 
lA .<;. u.. · u"", 12.-
( 6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 
Frequently ~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news sp~ J events, etc.) 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
-Class Rank Ji,., H ro(L Maj or f1 f.:=. Sex 
(1) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (inclu.ding fall 
Ron Zeigler; ~ he Dayan 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
quarter~; _Jack Anderson; _Buckminster Fuller; 
hirley Chi~ ~ 
(2 ) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you atte~ l'/o""l-e 
(3 ) 
(4 ) 
(5 ) 
(6 ) 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No ~ 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year?~ 
Name a few of you r favorite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year?~ 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). · ('l tr'ifH I !> I'-/ £µvJ ~ 1£...) j)(J\,-J ,-..L/?;~ 
(7 l How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(9 
Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
S~_s, ft~5J s f f'i-Y ~ ..Q~ 
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible~ ~ 
Mil ton Friedman L'--v"'l .:i .r---1§ 
James St. Clair frlhv'~-
Frank Lloyd Wright~ 6'---+-(~ 
Henry Moore b~~ o'~e '\ J~ 
William Buckle y 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Salvadore Dali 
Always 

--------------------- -- - --------
Class Rank __,,.______.  
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names 8€-81 don the USU campus 
nders ; Buckminster Fuller; 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
this ye a r ( in c~ J.U.. . . u 5----'--"'4.c!, 
---1----Ron Zeigle , Moshe W alter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a cl ass outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
I Yes 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or simil ar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? / 
Name two or three. 
f h,t/11, 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
yo ur major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). fr , P I/ 
' 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionall ; ) Frequently 
----
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman f ~&J-iv William Buckley 6 I , 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright A- Alexander Solzhenitsyn ;-: 
Henry Moore Salvado r e Dali 
Always 
) 
Class Rank "1 Y' Sex f-1 
--'-------''---
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack An_gg_rson· Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Daya · Shirley Chisolm; ~ er Hel er -: 
- -
(2) 
(3) 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5) 
(6) 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year?_ ""2~_ 
Name two or three. 
f' f ~ r 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 7l~~~L 
) 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasiopally ~ Always 
(8) Name the thins you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
) 0 ( j,0-,.._e,, ,.-' L ,I 'f' ~ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley ,,, 0 I -+- I c ft,,<,,-I"\./,~· I _.e -f-C. 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
I I I /.~'&? f Frank Lloyd Wright ~ t'f1·j.!' v Alexander Solzhenitsyn ?-i I? 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali t!.--i... -J., ,/

Class Rank (7 r Maj or £If Sex eJ 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
fl 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you rea d each year? _5 
Name a few of your fa vorite books or authors. 
( 5) 
(6 ) 
(7) 
( 8 ) 
(9 ) 
How many plays, concerts, or similar 
Fine Arts Center this year? /,lt&1:..h 
Name two or three. 
activities have you attended in the 
f1--lfjt,t~ 5-f.,. ··...,- Ru""'" te-t -
S7?11.r ho "r .J lo 5 )f ~-e/~.s SJ?><f';,,-,,. ~ 
If you were of fered free subscriptions to 
your major, which -ones would you choose? 
a lrea dy subs c ribe). 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
/i°Pt~/ 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ~A lwa ys 
Name th e things you watch on TV (shows, ~ sports, events, etc.) 
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman .,- f-.,'71tQ.)-P'"' !,,, ~ s ,rlt.#l.-,... 
James St. Clair -- ~e{'dr t-,r 
Frank Lloyd Wr igh t-fi,.,.), itec.f-
Henry Moore 
William Buckley - 5<t ..,.,_c,. r 6r 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn - AL<.. fho Y" 
Salvadore Dali 

Class Rank J Y Major C f= Sex &4 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (incl fall 
Ron Zeigler; oshe 
people who have i tured on the USU campus 
quarter): Ja:'ck Anderson· Buckminster Fuller; 
Shirley Chiso1.ny; Water Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes No '1 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? / 
~--
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? (:') 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe)• /or• .,4,, / /,//"-'( ,<, 0 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
r'f -,-- )1 !' ,- ,. -1 "" I 
._jf' Ye/ I 'V~ / ~; C'! f1 .tvi,'!J 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moor;e Salvadore Dali 

Class Rank JUNIOR, MajorC..EE 
--=-"------ -
s e x_-'-m,._,__ _  
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (includin fall quarter): Anderson Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; ~she Daya ; Shirley Chisolm; Water Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? :2. 
Name a fe w of your favorite books or authors. 
TfW ffiA fl) CAP O 7/f J IN vOLO (31...00I), 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 2.__ 
Name two or three. 
FL[TIAJo OJl mp.c.. J O~VE LO<ofHJS 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ~ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV ~ news,~events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
SK IJ fv (b 
HUNT ING 
Questionairre 
of 
Business 
Class Rank ., Maj o r __ B_A _ _ Sex_....,vtJ~--
---' ~ -'----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who ed on the USU campus 
this year (includin fall g__uarter : Jack Anderson· Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan i(shirley Chisol3.-, Walter Heller . 
( 2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor th a t was in no way 
require d ? 
No 
(4) Abou t how many b ook s outside your major do you read each ye a r? / w 1, 
Name a fe w of yo ur f av or ite boo k s or authors. 
( 5) 
( 6 ) 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? _ _{)_ _ 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptio n s to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
a l re a dy subs c ribe). spc{'ts;. ~ ,,. ,I /Veil :; c-l.('t"k I q- T, -,me 
( 7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally (frequent ~ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
,5 r C I l "') c(.- f? f' lA) .S. 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman E: c c,,1 o~,,; I William Buckley 
James St. Cl air Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Ar,~ . Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
\ ' ,.,....... 
Class Rank-, ... }J v'- 1t:i 1'- Maj or l·,v\J..,,,v~ Sex I \ 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; 
Fuller; 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball anu football games here 
at USU do you attend? /0'0% 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor th at was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ·~-
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe) 'I\ \J~ 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do y'ou read Student Life? Neve ~ ~ si ~ Frequently 
(8) 
(9) 
Name tfe things you watch on TV (shows, 
)fu~l5, slo.:£:::,) 
news, sports, events, etc.) 
Name the occupati~s -of ~s\ many of the following as pos \ ib~~ 
Mil ton Friedman - t::c.c-1.A.1.V-l ·S William Buckley - ~t?"..c.\o ~ 
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wright 
Henry Moore 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn - ~Q ,t~;--
Salvadore Dali - ~ ,;f-er-
Always 
Cla~s Rank_..,~l~r ~ Maj or .J?/,· 5c; Sex /1 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this _year (including fall 
~Zeigle0 Moshe Dayan; 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
uJU"-.t_er): J~~~inster Fuller; 
Shirley Chiso~ ~ 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball anJ football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
( 5 ) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? _J__ 
(6) 
Name two or three. lv));Vl S 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe) . 'P(e,._':)lc :j,, /\lt....i~....,Hk 1 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ~ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV~ ~s, _~, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman Qc.Ov10M: .. _;f- William Buckley - "";e 1rt ~ \.) / 
James St. Clair (c..vv::\-t- Jerry terHorst _ f._;v: ( s ( !•">~ 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn ..- q ...-. L..., /" 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank S,,. Major 15/l Sex 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (in s!_~g_.£a ll iuarter): Jack And~rson· Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; ( Moshe Daya::} (S~ €,.ter He~ 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? '3 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
,f'_.,,v..l cj>;t'"'~"">1.r ,7;_. -?-z,,c;p., 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year?~/~-
(6) 
( 7) 
Name two or three. 
f!:,t,,/W-c>,{ NI.., '-"'C<-'Z -,!_ 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). ;?f ~4:t~-,:; ,0~-r 
'r// ~ ~- .6(-c:' ,;?' 
~~/.,,.,.. 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ~ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
~;:-,;---::; 
,,; ;,, ,"7 -
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman - ~1;,c1r•~ William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Cla3s Rank ~ t:. Major 13 A- Sex __ M.__,c.......,.~-
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
(8) 
(9) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (includin fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
quarter): Jack A erson· Buckminster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year?~~~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? () 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe) . 1 1 "/\.t::, . 
NeuJ~<..-0eeJ- r f 
-S.por~~ ~ l\~S +v-ev '\ e C' 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ('ffe~ent}y::, Always 
Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
c. ~Cl-\,r\y..e_ \ 5 l'lews 
~e 9c-odi c;;,k,c..C'J~ 
Name the Tb lA \'\.~ c ()., v-<; (7y---. of the following as possible: occupations of as many 
William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayal"!} 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
quarter): Q ack Anderson· Buckminster Fuller; 
hirley Chisolm; alter Hel e r:, 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
~ P..,v-c t, I ) t" ~ r I (" I 
t 1-, CJ I ? I ~ /J 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
(6) 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe) . 
/Jo 0 f.H.." .,. ( f ( ('µ~t.1.,.._, 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
do so 
I (' 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ ays 
(8) Name the things 
1J 'w 
- .t f 
you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
.,, ' .,,,, , (" ,1ll 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wright 
Henry Moore 
1-k;hh,~ :i' 
tjeJ!/ 
' f'& I 
r~J./)"' 
I 
William Buckley 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank~~~· · "'-~-
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler;lMoshe Dayan 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisolm; twalter Heller~ 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and foo tbal l games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes No x 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? it 
Name a few of your fa vorite books or authors . 
( 5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? '2... 
Name two or three. f ~ (7Vv'-- \ Jr.p_ I~ \.QA..-...--' j .,,l..i.f I Ir-~ t'),,,__Q_ \ 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
a l ready subs c ribe). ,~ · - i i_ 1 . , 1  -,. j"ll"-J!..~ ·'-----<-- P L 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman .<1.-< C 1,~:1 
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wright 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn t,t,t,.7-,v)(::;::-
Salvadore Dali ji£i-t.,,,,v~ -. 
Always 
Class Rank r Maj ort/~-q...,_A __ _ Sex M 
---- -~---
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names 
this year (inclu in 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
uarter : k Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisolm · ewait e r Hel]ei). 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? ,k ,.,o 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
required? ~ 
Yes No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? __J:___ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fi ne Arts Center this year? __ L_ 
Name two or three . 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). ;V ....., e 
'.I,; /v€w' 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ~ Always 
(8) Name the things you 
!! /,,;;, 'v ' 
~~ ... "'-L.~£"" ];~~:):...,. 
watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
Nt"'~-
1f" l l'"""1';T 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman r'l o .. ~,.,_ '; 
James St. Clair /. 1 V. 
Frank Lloyd Wrighr:; f u /J 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander 
Salvadore 
. t; 
Solzhenitsyn )<1,./1 (! l-H "z. 
j' J_ I ~) W\.. -4 
Dali A7rf-r / 7 d. /'ii~ 
Class Rank~)~'f- ·~~ 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
Circl e the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
t · ear (includin fall quarter): (J:ack And1tsoi.9(:Buckminster Fuller; Ron Zeigler 1oshe Da a Shirley Chisolm;~_ter ~ e]J~ 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? \OO?o 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
About how many books outside your major do you rea d each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
5 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you a ttended in the 
Fi ne Arts Center this year? ~l+--
Name two ON1c;c: Jer _B~ \ \ e:-t 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
yo ur major, which ones wou+d ):OU ch..£_ose? ( Incluqe any to which you 
already subscribe). S f>O rt ~ J. \I, s{ ~ t.E-d -
\\Me - C1eos~~r~\C 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never C::O::ccasiona ~ Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV {§-io~ news, ~~ ' events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman (C<:,YlOM Isl William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Fr ank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
(-\-ab 61 (: S 
u N l Cjt,I e;S 
Hr\Nd J l Ci · tJ 
C<lV'pc-l'fk:::1r uJOrK 1 l,c I~ 
Class Rank 
----
Major ____ _ Sex 
-----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): ~ck - An.dersoJII; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; ~h~ Da ~ <S:hirley ChisJJ -rn;;c. Walt~ Hel]gr..). 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and foo tbal l games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? :5 
---Name a f ew of your f avorite books or authors. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe) . 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank 6t Maj or J/1t/U;J~ Sex _ __._/#-L-L--
(1) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who ha-ve-i--e~the USU campus 
this year (in.cludirr~ quarter) ~ k An~ ~mi nster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigl~; Mosh eD hirley Chiso.2.h~ Walter Heller ~ 
(2) Approximately wha t percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? ~
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? ~
Yes ) No 
About how ~outside your major do you rea d each year?~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or author s ~ 
//(/ tft ;kst/tq;S /1tbtl ~t~~ IN ~Jlf6-, 
H a/t~~1 'l'f'/J, ~- · · 1
1 
· · · ~ h w&i! d d · 
ow many pays, concerts, or s~i ar activities ave - ~u atten e in 
Fine Arts Center this year? -f,,L-
Name two or three. 
any three magazines outside 
the 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which one~would you choose? 
already subscribe). ol.61~~ ~C(5(/, Z#/!~1 i;;:;/;;/°fd-k/~><} 
How often do you read Student Lif~Occasionally Frequently Always 
iH-1 J./tw tll/~;k 11/lieM/f/)/ry) 
Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
JJ1Y (!)!Jk// rtJ 
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair /cl.Jtt~¥/ ~ 
Frank Lloyd Wright tfff{;A/b'Z 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley ;tJlt/iti >m;tl:,.. 
Jerry terHorst h,e,;s ~(,"'!-, 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn N'/t( h /K'Clt4 )1)~1~ 
Salvadore Dali ,,11'~~ 
Class Rank s Maj or E._C..o0 Sex 
(1) 
----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORN 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): ~k Ander~; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; ~e Dayan; nirleyChi solm, Walter Heller. 
~~::_____.:~· ------"-- - ------------
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ~ 01..t{ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
,I Th, I/ ~ -.'Jv ':::::, -
( 5) How many plays, concerts , or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ~ 
(6) 
( 7) 
Name two or three. ""6~ _,. Vvb:;;, ,....J ~U TClfV'\16'<-" 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe) . T l fv\~ 
rJcJ-AJSWf::£1<-. 
P '-llt-'r'v.30/ 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the thin gs you watch on TV~~ events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman E::_Co0 6 tvt.U.' William Buckley $ E)\.,;q,oe.. 
James St. Clair - A;C.. T o(l Jerry terHorst- P0::..rr Sld::.llt7/J/2,Y 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn - Pi2~~ 1:::YL( • ·u rr 1~~) 
Henry Moore ~alvadore Dali - ti.;c..-r~s S 
' Class Rank ....> C: Major 8. /J. Sex /vJ 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those 
this year (incl n fall 
-Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan· 
(2) 
(3) 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball anJ football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ;2.... 
Name a few of your favorite books or au t hors. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ::3~ 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Name two or three. AA . ) /"te,;; , ,::.. ....._ 
If you were offered free subscriptio ns to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe), ;f/evv-5' we(? J< 
Cor,S'v<,..,.., erf¥orY 
Sif7e>rTs- _L 1/ .. sTrr.lT@d 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~~-C st¢  
Name the things you watch on TV (shows,~' sports, events, etc . ) 
;::;~If,,.,_,..., rJ" u.-.,.,?-c?. ///-,r- 5' ~--- f' ai-,..-,, c e .-1., c; CA-~ :I e 
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman £c(!)rtP'"'' ' '> .,-- William Buckley J; ... -r;'t..._ l.•sr 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright A"rt~.' r-.-c-r Alexa nder Solzhenitsyn /..{..ff ,'a .... ~'}"'(",.,.-
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank---=--~- Maj or r,·,v ,I (V 1.. <. Sex_-' /,_\,,_._[_ 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (includin fall quarter : 6ack Anderso ~ Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; hirle Chisolm · alter Heller 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? \ 
Name a few of your favori te books or authors . 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
How many plays, concerts, or ~milar activities have you 
Fine Arts Center this year? ,:;:,l.... 
---
Name two or three. , 
j'\.\ I &,.5 lr._ ~ '-'\. \ "\'::l'. 1'\) t , £)t\lS{ L ~ r S ~} N :~ c :') "' '( ~ \ ' 
attended in the 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
alrea dy subscribe). 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
, /v"-. e 
1 
?l ,~ ~ <"--~ 
1 
.._,e.w-sw t"_t\( 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
<_;\.,.. ,~.::._~ <:\-- ~\:... ', t.~ () N l:.J ~ ~-~ f.::\j (i ~ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wright Avt:\....' kc .:t-
Henry Moore 
William Buckley e~, \c , 
Jerry terHorst 
\ 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn ~, ,\i O 
Salvad ore Dali 
Class Rank I r-.c\ Sex 
(1) 
-----
A CULTURAL I NTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have tured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quart ~ Ande ~son Buckminster Full er ; 
Ron Zeigler; Cfosi-;;-Day ~ ; ~hirley Chisolm· Walter Helle . 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball anJ football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you ta ken a c las s outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes No 
(4) About how many books outside yo ur maj or do you read each year? 1n- -~.,.., 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? G. , ..-:., 
Name two or thr ee . 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already s ub scribe) . u. r 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? 
\_.I 
Never Occasionally Frequ ,ently 
(8) Name the thin gs you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman (" William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn r 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Ramk Jr 
~---
Maj or-"/;.._:' _Ii __ '-! _ Sex f 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (incJudi -ng fa--l_l quarter): Jack Anderson,; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; ~ oshe Dayan~ Shirley Chisol~; ' Walter Helley. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
I! f' J ' 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fi ne Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). / 
any th r ee magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
l- J 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley -
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank J Q. Major fj V\0.1<1 ce Sex_~ M_...._ _  
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
(2) 
( 3) 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
Ald~ ~~~ 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fi ne Arts Center this year? () 
(6) 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). ~twsw-e. <'. k . t ~. / 5por1~ !Lit'.> ("a.,l(t 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally FrequentlY 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
}le w.$_' S pc ds 
I 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
OPd~(cL cc""-o-:~t - f\O"'~Y"AJ,, "' n ....... r~ssi-n"'-""-Milton Friedman~ ~ " ' c ~" '" William Buckley ~ ~>< ·~ v~ ~v•·, 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn - A..J./...~ 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank "\ C Maj o r_jS'---'-~ -- - Sex ,-1-
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (includi!!.8 fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; oshe Dayan; ' Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
'----
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
I 00 lo -\od Li \ 1s"'1 0 l.)c) le ttJ I 
(3) Have you t aken a class outside your major or minor th at was in no way 
required? 
Yes No 
(4) About how many books ou~ yo ur maj or do you read each year? ~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
(5) 
(6) 
How many plays, concerts, or sim ilar 
Fine Arts Center this year? _ -:=\ __
Name two or three. 
,,---- \ r ~ l orlPr 
.::) 1 d Y\ I) I 
activities have you attended in the 
( 
If you were offe red free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe) . 
--\Ye_ tJ/'\~,,,,, J 
~ ~ 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally requently 
(8) Name the things yo u watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
-~ c r c 
(9) Name th e occupa tions of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman - C:..C.0) ti, ~1 -: \- William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright - Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank Major ____ _ Sex 
---- -----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; 
the USU campus 
,-_~.....,;;;;..;.;....~u-c_k_m,inster Fuller; 
Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
10 'l· 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? &;;, 
Name a few of your favori te books or authors. 
(5) 
(6) 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fi ne Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). N~W5w~r(' (/~ NE:..-v..; .!=> fbr'. St.12:/\JC. z.. 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently G8 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV ~~sports, ~etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman tlPN°~ \)\ William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright AiLl\lT!C( Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank ,)~ '== Sex 
-----
(1) 
(2) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
' -
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
') 
(3) Have you taken a class outsid~ your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? _la__ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. _ , , , 
r.,...::, r~ JV/+ 
+Iµ 'U .J)J 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
(6) 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). A I 1 • · '· 
I} -
' (7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
-", I 
..... 
, 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
, · A -
- r J I 'L 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
)t1 • Frank Lloyd Wright _y Alexander Solzhenitsyn 111 / L J r ')R_ 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 7/ 
I ~ -, 
' K:_ 
Always 
Class Rank Major ~(l$ . Sex VV\ 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
-- -- ---~,--
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 7o .. lo 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside yo ur maj or do you read each year? ~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
How many plays, conce rts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? __!;;;j_ 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). ~ {! ._11 U • , 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never ~ Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (sho~s, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) 
J\(,.,_ 1 
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley ~ ~ c, 1-
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank .,6' ~ Sex 
-----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson· Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; t15:.sne Dayari';<-fil:lirley Chisolm; ~lter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you rea d each year? b 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). / .~ ./ ~:..... r-,,, ,J/ ~.-,,, 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
../. / 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
-<- ~-J?, , ..--
, ., 
/" 
_/ 
4 ,,.,, 
~,.,,/. 
,,,, • , . 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman William Buckley -
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn - =..-. 
Henry Moore - ,:..-,.r1- Salvadore Dali - ""~ :a:/ 
Always 
Class Rank ~{, Maj or 4e.. ~<'cnJ Sex yv\ 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; 
people who have 
quarter): Jack 
Shirley Chisolm 
lectured on the USU campus 
AnQersgn..;-B.uckininster Fuller; 
alter Heller. ~ 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
'' 
I. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? "2--
Name two or three. 
l.A-1 h ' l 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which ou 
already subscribe). j'./ -->r.> ,<tA v~IL 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never ( Occasionally 
-
Frequently 
...--
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, ews, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milto n Friedman ,(3"),\J .... ~ William Buckley .... 
~ ~ s .s C" James St. Clair Jerry terHorst ...... 
Frank Lloyd Wright (' "'-"' .. Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali ..p~, ,.. "" -
Always 
. 
.. r 
Class Rank ~ ...... Maj or Sc ,dryi '1 Sex __ n~-
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) 
Fuller; 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
re quire d? ~
~ s / No 
(4 ) About how many book s outside your major do you read each ye a r? ,5;-IO 
Name a fe w of you r fa vorite books or authors. 
5/~cf<! 
r/~r~lt:i "-' 
( 5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Cent e r this year? f:) 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were of fered f ree subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
al re ady su bs c rib e ). CA,<!" o,::,v-q fl 
b cf( Il.LUSTfJH~ 
~f'.'.p N') 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ 
(8) Name the thin gs you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
;J~ 
G4rrc::. (sr,-lf,.) 
{ oYY'\ e d '( s. 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman __,, [;e,oY\ 
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wright - ArJ.A,pr/ 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley - w,:J.u.i LO( l(,1'1/<J;::.f 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn _ 11,.,.-f~ 
Salvadore Dali . ..-JJ,pll">'Yla.-f 

----------------- - -- ----------·-
Class Rank 0/1 A£) Maj or 4 (!:: l, ft.. Sex /11~ 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter):~ Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Da'"ycm · Shirley Ch::[g m; a te-r--fu!"J:1:ei"7'.' 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favo rite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? /V'c . .rM.,.(. 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? ey;;,.~ Never ~ ... J Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, ~~ events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman (:; c... C> .-,.,/ William Buckley :J' 0 v µ ,ti- L , 5_,---
James St. Clair M._ t ,E - Jerry terHorst /( 
Frank Lloyd Wright A AC. I Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rmk SR Maj or A~ fe() I,) Sex __ ~-1~-
(1) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
quarter Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
hirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? {) 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? ~
~ No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? {:;) 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
-
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 'I 
(6) 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). l) 5. (1J, ',1_ ,, 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
. 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ~ Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (sho ~ , news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman 1" "' William Buckley 
• .-, I 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn ~ f ,J;o(: 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
---------------- ------- ----- - ---
Class Rank Jr. Maj or 4!. Eco"- Sex M . 
. 
(1) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (includi~ fall 
Ron Zeigler; U,foshe ~ 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
q_:..u.:...a"-"r5t ..c.e . ::r..<.....;:...._:~~J=a=c=:::---=.:A::.:n:,;d;,.:e:.,r;,,;s::...o::,.;;;.n) Buckmins ter Fuller; 
hirle Chi sol ~lter Rellep. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) 
(4 ) 
( 5) 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
r equire d? 
Yes 
About how many book s outside your maj or do you rea d each year? fvi1~e 
Name a few of y our favo r i te books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. 
Fleef,,.,oJ n ""v 
(6 ) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Incl ude any to which you 
a lre ady subscribe). 
)Jew~wee!< Loork. I , 
T, ,ne1 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently (£_1"?ay0 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, even ts , etc.) 
/=v Pv1ls ( 1-'f,,.jM 5p o.-&) · 
c<. .f ew S J.t?v > ( GooJ r-tovie.5 <I-5 Tu,,. T;e/() 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank~- i~L~·~- Maj or_ q...,A-'- -- Sex 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORN 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; -lrir1ey C iso m, ~ alter Hell@. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and foo tball games here 
at USU do you at ten d? ,.A 
gJ O 
I 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? - o--
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? - o -
(6) 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). 
;.('-t.'° ~ J..;#1" .,L. .r.. ~ (/ .. ,....( ' 
I , 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, s~orts, events, etc.) 
c '"'r,:,..,,-~,t)..t~ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mi lton Friedman Will iam Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
{\ . 
Class Rank .:::>a.r11of Major ~ Con Sex j:::: 
--'--- --
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; ~e Daya~ 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
qua ack Anderson· Buckminster Fuller; 
irley Chiso ter Heller 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you a tten d? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? t5C)~ 
Name a few of your favorite bo oks or authors. 
Vov,ous. ~p<LS -\ ~ind;;; 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fi ne Arts Center this year?_()_ 
(6) 
(7) 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choos e? 
already subscribe). 
N (LWSuJ<Z..<L K -Qed !ooo L. 
L-o '!5 ""-0 
any three magazines outside 
(I nclude any to which you 
How often do you read Student Life? Never ~ Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
McYv';<2..s; -JohV'I Ua:.nvev ~cials 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman - ~r10(l{c~f' Willi am Buckley - JJl,W.s 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright - f:Jv-Ch1ta.ct-Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank ~. Maj or "{;-;,. a , Sex }d 
-- --
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who ~h~a~v~e.._...,.__..~.::.:;: 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
( 5 ) 
(6) 
this year (including__fall quarter): 
Ron Zeigler; ~ he~; Shirley Chisolm; 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? /OJo 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ,;;: 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities 
Fine Arts Center this year? £/, 
have you attended in the 
; 
Name two or three. 1/ai,e /-'/?.,;,; .(, o:/iq,.,.fs . Jost°_; I.. S.._;f(. He ... r,r ,'c, ( · 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). Vew.f; l,v-el) 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally (__Fr eq uent ;[y) Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (~hows, 
/J-e_ f.NI S _; -'O " , c..f' 
news, sports, events, etc.) 
..I 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman ?< William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; ~~ ,; 
people w~o ~ le_c_t_pre~ on the USU campus 
qua e-r0. ~e__Dl.Ol+ f '13uc-k-minster Fuller; 
hirley Chiso m.;__Walt~ eller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? G No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ~ 
Name a few of you r favori te books or authors. 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Jc) h,, ,-,•Lt ({ (u ,f '/ '-"'-" -
0 
' • _, 
{,1 /U -<-, .u <-' •• h-< j 1 J-, .Jk 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ~ 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). R. ecJ,f,o,•k _ 
{jp_,(' b !""''' h+-
1, ·~ ... e. 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Freq~ Always 
Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
[) j rJ " r /-h,l(( ,'.-ru 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman William Buckley 
-
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright - ti n: {.,k ~1 Alexander Solzhenitsyn - fJ-~vf L~1--(_, 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali - · 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
Maj or ~,A Sex--=-~....._J _
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORN 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
a t USU do you attend? '50 / , 
Have·you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? --t!_o~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ('fone 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe ). ,) J'\eu.J-0 ()).12{:l_f.. 
:z..) 1-1 t--e 3) T, r>" e 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV~ news, sports, events, etc.) 
ff/ b v le/.J 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
0..,•%.i X'1 ""'' ~ '}\,-s,.l.\Jf't)I-
Mil ton Friedman .--~ (:'cw,,~, William Buckley Wv Tu-vo. 
James St. Clair M-i ~ Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moo:i::e Salvadore Dali 
tva#,,7] Tv , 1~;1 f /'1h 
Alw4 
(1) 
Maj or f{ q..,,.._ ~C. Sex tv\t-vl,._ 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; (~1oshe Dayan 
' 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
quarter): Jack A~E:_~inster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisolm;~ 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
( 3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Have you t ake n a class outside your major or minor th a t was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
About how many books outside yo ur major do you read each year? r,./0~ 
Name a few of your favorite book s or authors. 
How many plays, conc erts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fi ne Arts Center this year? N u~ 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
yo ur major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do yo u read Student Life? Never ~ casion ~ Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV( ~ ,~ ~ events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman f ru..., "......--. q \- William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank 5 [ Maj or .E !} Sex 171 
-----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names 
this year (includin 
Ron Zeigler; she 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
uarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisolm · @ter Hel~ 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was i.n no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your 
Name a few of your fa vorite bo oks 
major do you rea d each 
or authors. 
, TA:viK f 0Yow /,c-i f ~ ; ; I/; 0 V1 - 1/f' tH ; cit£ P ; 'r f. 
s /(" n c - J uc /:._ sf Ci, { f ("( ult~ v e 6 row~ -
year? '8 
. Nt:.(OfrlJ,-. II; (j 
W,'!c-;-v.-, Kt:,tJ/5 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? C) 
(6) 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). 
1 Sp or 1 !:. 7/( l,( 5 f: f' Q t!N > f); /c=> ~ 1 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ~ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV Ev news, ~ events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milto n Friedman £conow,1'> 1 William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright dvchr'fe-,;,f Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Questionairre 
of 
Natura l Resources 
Class Rank ....) Major ____ _ Sex 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the people who have lectured on the USU campus 
quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? ~ 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? f:__ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
w·t,u.o,.,o J~.,U 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ~ 
Name two or three. 
,l I ~ " j 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 
1
-r r / S ~ i_,. 
I ) 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never equently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wright Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
, 
' 
Class Rank~ Maj or ,:;~es f"A J Sex ;\1,o /.p 
I 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dazan; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
-
(2) 
(3) 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? .y1 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5) 
(6) 
11•£. ;._e: IJ;fl , ,/ 
How many plays, concerts, or s~~ilar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? {/ 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). ,,-~ 
1 
-f> . ~ d 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
j ~l{/.11 (: p 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ~ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
tv <2...u !. 5 P"' , - ~ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman - t <-c "}.)C re, ... T William Buckley _ f'o I, ..,.-l ,\).) 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst - p,,,-.c,, f'YK--t ,~ 
Frank Lloyd Wrigh t Alexander Solzhenitsyn -A .. 7 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali _yA11,,y-' 
e /,...1 (le A /I (:., I),/ 1/ ) I' 5 
Do~rt Ac 11.v1 lit::, 
) /<1 IV 
Class Rank ~rad Maj or 1D(i "'·trv 
1 
Sex + 
(1) 
(2) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall qu~rter): Jack Ander§_op · uckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Q1os1:,:_Ea~ ~ir~ Ch~~; ,, Walter He , r. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
0 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? ~ 
~J No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
(5) 
ec;lS\-ef rel IC) 11:.>, .J I YOQ-11-+ro:::i .:?iv cf.. ..Ji-Y 1-h o Y\ -+o-<e..;;..'1yY 
How many plays, concerts, or 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. 
)Ito::.. c J I ,\be( Del 
similar activities have you attended in the 
1 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 
~d~ ~ Trvt1 ( \( !)N}c;..\ II\ I J{)"'_Q) J t\cn,d' vJe Je1' t'Vl-10 Ctc, t"., rv,tvi-J Nat ( 11..Sl1'\JC( 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently AJ.way~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
~i'lt\~~ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley Cftv\ =:k!rvo. )~ y JI Y\O 11 e::,1" 
James St. Clair Jerry terHors t Wf m<? f pr .. ,.; S. 
P{c.s. v 
Frank Lloyd Wright, ?\Y-CVl\-\-ec.+- Alexander Solzhenitsyn e Y.t' cJ russ.10.- vJ{11er 
Henry Moore 
Class Rank :Yaf)J.. Sex d le 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson ; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; (Hoshe Dayjjt; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
100 i 
( 3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside yo ur maj or do you read each year? 2 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
U ch I/ 
d 
(5) How many play s, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this yea r? 
.Name two or thr ee . 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
al ready subscribe). T"~ 
;,/~w-:;....,eei- / 
"5 () o , f -s T I( u s .f ,,-c. k d 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ 
(8) Name the thin gs you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
Po\, c. <.. W!!>~ ~ 
1'.l e. v-..) s-
M c. -i -po.-\ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman - ,:=: c~.,. O""'-•'..-f- William Buckley - f c I.' +' '-,·~YI. 
James St. Clair ,.... 1 0 l.d ;?;.es-s )Fer e /.,YI/ Jerry terHorst - rorO' ls / 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn - t'..,s-:. (i r,.. A.., /L v,..,-
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
"5 "'-0 v...l '$ h O ~ ,' IA °) 
Cn. v\ ,'5 
ch re 
Class Rank 
----
Major ____ _ Sex 
-----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
(2) Appro ximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a f ew of yo~r f avor i te books or authors. 
fl- L 
ii < 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank ~;/V Maj or £.J/@kj, Sex-'-/_Vi..,_/ __ 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; ~she Day~ Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
.O( ~ 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ,/_:;;-: 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
/";Lk 1"ev /./.ea. ck<t.L.s 
r1~, u"e,-, 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? C) 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). )/-,t:Jn~A.,,/<J l.- 640yMpA 1.<.., -
M crl-h r" d. E~ ,e, -1-,4 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ~ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
1\/te.u.> :S" - M z,~1e .::r I S'-rk!.e.~ . 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley Se4J f-ov- f Pou r;cJ ~ 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
A ~ ·1. .,.+ /2 /0 
Frank Lloyd Wright f:\1<.-r·,~ ,t./lt-le. Alexander Solzhenitsyn /...tt/ti.JO r- Kus sl f;)/V 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank Sr 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall uarter): Jack Anderso " Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; €sne Daya!i]) hirley Chlso m Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and foo t ball games here 
at USU do you attend? 
none 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ~- /CJ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
Alltih W ,;t/5 
/h-C S/-eep 'vvr.r//1t'I) h;:; A y ""f1vi- /'1t,' J J~r 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? n Cll? e.,. 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, wh~ch ones would 1ou choose? (Include any to w_hich you 
already subscribe). p /.,7 b ~ y J A-/.u /14. /lf ,v; ~ 7 r;, e Avp/v bt1 h J AA -/-/ '"J t;,~ 11., -e...-
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Neve r Occasionally Frequen tl y ~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows,~ sports, eve nts , etc.) 
.T dc;,1, 'i hv1 v t' <Jn-e... · 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the follow ing as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn - 4 <,,j h,n~ ..,. r ' f..p h 
Henry Moore - 5c v lpf(jvtJ t Salvadore Dali 
Class 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? i O 
_ u/o 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? ~ 
~ No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ;?, 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or ~:b{llilar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? <.....) 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which one: 1would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). ;viii, ,0 eo:,, r,, 1··/,iG1 
,s,,.,;./-v,s wo r-ld 
--(7) 
~. /,,(J iG, 9', --1-c, l,/ 
How often do you read Stucfe1 t Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, 1news, sports, events, etc.) N~-vs . + ,,1:::, ·,.. 
I I 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore 
Class Rank~ Sex /11 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
qua Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
irley Chisol · Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? ~
~ No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. ~ 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? () 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). ~,Cl .,j',t'° 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
,/II/ ~//ce. crr1~Pc/ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank~ Major f ":.., Sex 'i'AJ 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORN 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (includi 1 quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? ~ 
~ No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? _l___ 
Name a fe w of your favorite books or authors . 
~<"'l--el(' 
-~~~~ 
How many plays, conce rts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? c2, 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news! sports, events, etc.) 
~ -Q. V0 ._.,,__ 
\~c...."' -~ ~~-( ~' ~ \<.__o \ Q_ ~-<- C,\ <-. 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley Q ')'I' _1: 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright (),.-~'\. • at_~ Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank :;:;·r Maj or __ L,,JJ/ Sex_}f ___ _ 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
ve-7_, (4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ::±~«.1 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? Al 
Name two or three. --rfZ,ri E: 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). f?:-yclz~&-1'Y 
At : 2 {} ,l[_c, <l Ne 1").d f--1 ,c/, '{)6i ;5 
------... (7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally equently 1 Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shoys, news, sports, events, etc.) 
;1/cP ( !/ /~1,9 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright A 'l:(4eVec{ Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 

Class Rank~ 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (includin fall 
Ron Zeigler; ·M~she Dayan, 
people who have lectu on the USU campus 
q~u=a=:..r ~t ~e~r~)~=__:~a~c~k,:....~A~n~d~e~r~s~o~n~; Buckmi ster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisolm Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? /6% 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? -~ ' 
~ No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ;;!} 
Name a few of your favorite books or autho~) (!Jc7~r£i/1 ~-4 (!1~~..d'/ . 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or s~~ilar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ~ ~ 
Name two or three. £)_.,-j/~) I ~ i-t'- ,, Jr/P W>P' ~ 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). /1 41-h / ,l)t;iu5u. J ?:3"E/. 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never ~ Frequently 
(8) 
(9) 
Name the things you watch on TV (shows, new~, .,.,.sjJ!:_s, events, etc.) 
/ /'J/l,.-&-(.i -e-t..~ - ~v<-0-,) o-c~'7"-",,__7 
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wright ,Ai-ch. · 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn - ~/ l--c7'"7---' 
Sal vadore Dali - ~.,____.., 
Always 

Class Rank S Major rs Sex __ fv\_.,,___ 
fr\g; 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller . 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(\J')N ~ 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you rea d each year? 
Name a f ew of your favorite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar ac tivities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? /.j. !( 
Name two .or three. . . ) ) // ·:;;;vj}/~1 ;11t1,1(( 
2. 4 6<°//7 /.2),7 7<1,1 --( ;,./""11 'i . 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). rJ:nc:u f- hu,?1c(./ 
-( 7) 
/~6ay 
7/4/~ 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ( Always 
(8) 
(9) 
Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
Name the occupations of as many of the followi ng as possible: 
Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wright ,ARcL\c''f-:" 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley 
Jer r y terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn ,P4· y5;£J,1 t"< : 1 'f/i Div 
Salvadore Dali t.,() 'P,_1 TTR-
C'J( hf \ }\ \ 
s 1, ; ) -1"' I 
,<;~r ;11 Y11 f 117 
Class Rank Tr- Sex __ fr;___,_ __ 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter)· Jad e nder ; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; 1e-si1~ ~ Chis m; Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) Abo ut how many books outside your major do you rea d each year? /0 
Name a few of you r favori te books or authors . 
K .u t- v o '""J "1' 
!<'.":, 13,d '"'':) 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 3 A/ ~i~r~,,~~ 
Name two or three. l. ,. ;~ Mu·.._ 
F/~"(11-..,~..J. IXJ(;lc.. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
al ready subscribe). G~ f flm..., ., 
p ) ... ] b• a-
ifi; l'.u/11" $,,'".-..:.<.. ~ 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ 
(8) Name the thin gs you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
/hop- ;,.y;.., ~v~ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman ~ 
') 
William Buckley ~ co l"""""-i,,,..,'·c. t 
7 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst - ~ 
Frank Lloyd Wright ? 
' 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore ' Salvadore Dali 
rf-
c1ass Rank Q Major £ .5 · 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
(8) 
(9) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisofm; Walter Heller. 
-..::::::: ---... 
---Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? ~ No 
About how many books outside your maj or do you read each year? 2 
Name a few of your, favorite books or authors . 
c-vck ~err-
How many plays, concerts, or :Jmilar activities have you 
Fine Arts Center this year? / -
Name two or three([)~ ~J&i,/J ¢ ~ 
attended in 
How often do you 
Name the things 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
Never Occasionally Frequen 
you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) (;t1 lirvf 1V 
the 
Name the o ccupations of as many of the following as possible: ~ 
Will iam Buckley - ~~f Jrt-<-c.4LC if Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Lloyd Wr~iht ~~ 
O{Q .,~l 
Moore I/ 
Frank Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Salvadore Dali Henry 
Class Rank ~ "("' Maj or QC\f'i0 (... Sex 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler ;~she Day±:9 @ rley Chiso@Wal ter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
/0~ % 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
R~ ~1Je,u;, 
(5) 
(6) 
How many plays, conc erts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fi ne Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. ..-?1-ufl.-ut.<'.'~ 
41 r-w('.t ~ i'.+y\ "' 
If you were offered ~~~ ns to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). P~ ~ TU ~ 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
~ ..4,/~ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
/' .. ,/. 
Milton Friedman William Buckley " ~~
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank ~ ~ I\. Maj or f'f71?.. / !i. Sex ,Ma.le 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names 
this year (inclu in 
Ron Zeigler; ~she 
-----
people who have lectured on 
ck A 
(2) 
( 3) 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? /t>% 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4 ) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? .:;" 
Name a f ew of your f avorite books or authors . 
/-l9afAa... C/,r / .:s./, ·e 
( 5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? O 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 
7;'Me / Sporl-5 J,//us . 1 Na .. :l ,·b"J'f..J Geo9ta.j>i/a . 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never ~ Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
I 
Do_vf-
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
William Buckley 
Colu.m!l/~/. 
Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
4~+/urr 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
()) r ,· f ./-er 
Always 
wa:le, S.L ,· J°rl I 
S1t&W :iL ,·/ n 7 . 
/ fhrses. 
Class Rank 1~ Maj or Qfl!,.sf,...,_ Sex_-L>.m~ 2..Lf<....,._ 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FOR}[ 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including_fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; oshe Dayan} Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
0 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 1 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
VM-< 5,of 
' 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). L L /I e f 'I C--y ~;,,, i c. 1 /II t-1.v' ""' ~ -«-~ 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally F!:.§_g~ently_ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
)/oH-<.. 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley u/lA,,, 1>i.S f 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank v 
----
Major ____ _ Sex 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderso n; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
(2: s No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
f'·'r ,-
(5) How many plays, con certs, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year?~--
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe) . 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the fo llowing as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
) I (/ I' , v ,J I ,, ; 
Class Rank _~ e~ of' Maj or ~ .S:.. Sex {)\ , 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORN 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this y~ar :-including fal~~r~er): ~ Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
\_ Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan ~rley Chi sol · ; Walter Heller. 
------ --(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
C2 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 1::) 
(6) 
( 7) 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). ~ y -{ ~ 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
How often do 
Ou ~cc \ o £. 
you read Student Life? Never ~casionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, spor ts, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore · Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank Sr-
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes,) No 
-
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ) 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5 ) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? C,) 
Name two or three. 
(6) 
( 7) 
(8) 
(9) 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). ~~ b-eo[f r~ _/'c... 
How often do you rea~'i11r.~e? Never Occasionally ~Always 
(shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman W,·t'f--ev-
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank 1..loyd Wright /ln dn f Alexander Solzhenitsyn t...Jt · 1 f er 
Henry Hoare Salvadore Dali 

Class Rar.k 5r Maj or JM'Y/'f'r, Sex )1, 
(1) 
(2) 
----
-----
A CULTURAL I NTERESTS EVALUATION FORN 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
quart J Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
irley Chisol ; Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? ~ 
~s _) No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? l/ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
(5) 
(6) 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? --f;;).__ 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). J\h-{tO/;Jctl Gco3rofA /c 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never~ Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows~ sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman William Buckley pof /( 'c raM 
( r!?c:. <James St. Clair Jerry terHorst "{7 J..J 
Frank Lloyd Wright arclie/e,1,.-1 Alexander Solzhenitsyn Wf'/ft 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali pl r f,',s1 
Always 

Class Rank Jf. Sex ~ 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORN 
(1) Circle the names 
this year (incl~u~d~·~,-..,'--=!..:~ 
Ron Zeigler ~she 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? cl-
(5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
---Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
~J~ 
How many plays, concerts, or 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. 
similar activities have you attended in the 
1 
~\ 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). ,I 
Te,n,us
1
~n~ 1 ~~'o>'t G~c; 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
~·f w~TU 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman -'> Ew·,,w-YV\.(;.J- William Buckley-» C,vyt;'je.,[v~ 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright= ArckiAed Alexander Solzhenitsyn--.::,, ~& ~ 
Henry Moore Salvado re Dali 
j_Nla,._ L0v-e 
~rel_ 2e-ft~,Mr 
M~ w1k _ 
Class Rank Ss::. Major Wl Sex (v\ 
(1) 
(2) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
(I§ n Zeigle:IJ Moshe Dayan; (Shi rley Chisolm;) Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? ~
 No 
(4) About how many books outside your maj or do you read each year?~-~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
~'W\W\\1'~ ~n.y) 0S\M.O\J 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? _l___ 
Name two or three. L\ ~\ \ l\ \ t:,L.0 c,c,o._ \j'{ \ Q <2.._ 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (:Jclude any to which~ou ___ /\ 
afady subscribe). ~~ p~\ ~ ~= \ 
How~ read Student Life? Never Occasionall ~ Always (7) 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
~~~I l 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman William Buckley 
/ l 
James St. Clair \ Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Sal vadore Dali 
Class Ran6 ) iJA. 
J 
Sex F 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
( 5 ) 
A CULTURAL I NTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circl e the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckmins ter Fuller; 
Ron
1
Zeigle r; Moshe Dayan;~ ~Walte r Heller. 
-t--vC 0 c1, ~E,-e ',____,:"-\e«c..~'-"-°'"'--"" \.\o.\''\. ,\ 
Approximately what percenta$e of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? ,r \\ -\00\. 'Go.\\ ) ;60/o t'4<;k::_Q_~\y..J( 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
j Jc, ~d 
'o/k:...,""' "'---
n1;) Y1..Q_____ 
How many plays, concerts, or 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
si~ilar activities have you attended in the 
!lJor; e_ 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
a lready subscribe). X<_po._c~~~·s.. G,~Q':>\..; .Jk :~) Geed. /~uU'.'>€k(J"'f''8 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently C,. 1way 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc . ) 
Qe,v"'-\ '-~.\._1.... ~ ~ '<__ -,re_ e (Y\ mou1(2S,. 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman Will iam Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright -)~,c"'-'),ec~ Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 

Class Rank S:v Major WLS Sex A 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): CJack "Anders~; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan ;<--2_h~rley Chisolm· Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ~l)~_ 
Name a f ew of your favorite books or authors. 
( 5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center thi year?~ ' ~-
Name two or three. \' 1 /,,. <.., -+a \) ~\ 1 (. VU l '( e 1, .A'.,,t I I ~ 
5ft(tlr? {!u.o,, td 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). x-,)t"'--e. J\.Je<...,5L,Jee,\(. 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
nr:u) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wright ().vf_fi1'f((J1r 
Henry Moore 
William Buc"kley 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 1.,Uvf~Y 
Salvadore Dali 41 f(~f 
Always 
Class Rank Se ,1 Major { c , . Sex M le 
---'----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): , _J~ Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; ~ley Chisolm; . Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 2.. 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5) How many plays, conce rts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 2... 
Name two or three. 
(VI ,r c 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never 0: ccasionally ', Frequently 
(8) 
(9) 
Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
Alo v "-:, l 
V\ e e {'\ ' .! !:, 
\ e! Vv <; 
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
Jaimes St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 

Class Rank Major &u,d Sex /1 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
----
/47~ 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who hav -tu--r-e-6-..Qn the USU campus 
this year (in~fgll quarter): k Anders9n;~uckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; ~she Dayan ;' Shirley Chisolm; a ter Heller. 
-- /( 
Approxima tely what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
IC> 
Have you taken a class ou tsid e your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? c::) 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
. «;-. t t ,e_ C AR i) tNCti-
,,MI Al( 1./tfle L 
(5) How many plays, concerts , or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? C) 
(6) 
Name two or three. 
If yo u were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe) . J ·~j JP~ 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never~ Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
Z).€AM 4 
A ol/1€S 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the follow ing as possible: 
Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair L_fiv,,cjl'-
Frank Lloyd Wright t)/1.,<A<)~t..lt 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley I c•' 
Jerry terHorst ~~ 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank T fl: 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names the USU campus 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
this year (inc .~l~u~.......,::,-....,.,.~ 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; 
Fuller; 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
About how many books outside yo ur major do you read each year?~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or ~~ilar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year?~ 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe"'. :; ~ <. p ..1Lf t? () ,f 
r7 M < (,6-..;j;. I r,../1.::, .._ W1..: 2.-k_ L , r Iv 1 
~ --e.9._ u_e~-nt . How often do you read Student Life? Occasionally Never 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
)\) cJt,v 5 
/vlo u1 ~s 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman (!_,,~ rf2;v'1-A-,-) 
F l.-- t> /2 .. --1 i:-A. '-' I:"' ;j l>fttZ () 
James St. Clair 
Fra nk Lloyd Wright 
f) R Q_ f, I 7<--~ Q. ..,. 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley VO v /t-N n-t-· 1 ~.,..-
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn - /tvT rl () A--
Salvadore Dali 
Always 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
Maj or T aic:s r-1,:1-Sex~ H~---
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (includin fall qu~: J~c A~-H-C---kr!!_inster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; e: e Dayan hi:rley Chi i:m·-· ~Helle-r--:-' 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
s o 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? '2.-
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. S· 1 1 .',,__ 1 ,v' . I r1 \ a 
~~ 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? "2-
Name two or t~ree. 
tJ ;:-r;'l.f I.A, ) ' • ' v ._ ................. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would yo choose? (IncAude any to which you 
already subscribe). -f ~) S ., ~. /'1 ~ ) a 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
,y • . ..! 
Milton Friedman 
James 
Frank 
St. Clair ~v;-;-. 
Lloyd Wright ~ 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley ~
Jerry terHorst 
y ~ ~j 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn µ. ~ 
Salvadore Dali 
~ way 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Sex .J'Yl 
----'---'----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. ']),' /o. vcfs 
similar activities have you attended in the 
;L 
(_ O'f'j I /l S 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe) . 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
/Jf e /~ r-e 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows~ sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name th e occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman f)/a..J w r-jlvf- William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright iJrct le c (_:: Alexander Solzhenitsyn Wti ' f e v-
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 

Class Rank 5 (l_ Sex 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; Shirley Chisol m; Walter Heller. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Approxima t ely what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? ~ No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? lb+ M ~ f 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in t he 
Fi ne Arts Center this year? ··p; (l c..q,,c,,( < 
Name two or thr ee . l-l-t:-c..+-k,!o-r:;--b( ka c 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). ·-t- L 1 {/ 
\ '- ----. .(_ I\J <A.# S L.l ·<'. -<-<--
Frequently ~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows,~~,~, etc.) 
5~n~~5 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally 
(9) Name the occ upations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
f+u ""-:\. L ...__ ._ 7 
5l\~Vl., 
~V":)~ \,,-< ~ v\ ') cJ1.A i clo-t>y') 
Class Rank <;r, Maj or ~ - f2>1f~ex t1 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
(8) 
(9) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the 
Approximately wha t percentage of the basketball an<l football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class 
required? 
Yes 
0 
major or minor that was in no way 
About how many books outside your maj or do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . {-1\ a~ ( ~(f'h ie S 
How many plays, concerts, or ~ilar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? _(__J__ 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe) . .flu-d ..... bM.. 
f2uho/°J<i '76_d~ 
"!.'fer? ,? D,)!s _I 
How often do you read Stud2fit Life? Never Occasionally 
Name the things yoy-,watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
PBS - li/-sctA-v-f ol rr( ~I f(6-!.Ter171'ec1l ~-er.
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair - Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright -J/'JJf ·u Solzhenitsyn - /1,€..--f 
Dali - !lr+.rl (i~,}i-f-,.) Alexander Henry Moore Salvadore 
Always 
Class RankG~ Major L,-0.\\, \_·,(c..Sex_~N-'--'---
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your maj or do you read each year? ~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? \~ ~ 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). \ ..,,...,...,.._ 
1 
N~, ~ 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never e~~n~lly > requently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Cl ass Rank ;SY' Maj or l,L, l S Sex 
-----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
(1) Circle the names of those people who hav~on the USU campus 
this year (including 1 qua e+. Anders ; Buckmi nster Fuller; 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
(8) 
Ron Zeigler; ~ Dayan, S irley Chiso er Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you tak en a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside you r major do you rea d each year? ... ~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 3 
Name two or thr ee . 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). ,- ,-\ \/\..1.....~ 
~ c 0-.-<,, LL- L f._)c_ 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
? ( ~ J C-x.'<r 
,/ --.,_ 
often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionall -\..__ Frequently 
('w qc.0tj ~· ·-:i ~~"'::,~~-zt:> 0k, ~c.11- ~ 
How 
Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn - ULA.. "t'\J\ ~ 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank ~ Major 4 Sex F 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORN 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): ~~; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; 1Jav1trl· ir ey_ C :is- ; Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately wha t percentage of the basketball anJ football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year?~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
p~ ~.A ~~ /}'N., 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ~ oJ.9_ 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). ~,z__ l'JQ.,,.,..Jr,.J~ l  Ge~ 
(7) How often do you read Studen t Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
~ , ~n"-'... ~~ , ().. r (,c~ J ~ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman ..IL<:.-0>~ 
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wright ~ 
Henry Moore ~ 
William Buckley c.~L ... ~ r·\.v~ 
1 
~ ,,A~ 
Jerry terHorst ~ f-"•~ -~ 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn i.>J1~ 
Salvadore Dali Cv\~~ 
Class Rank er R,. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
A CULTURAL I NTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
Circle the names of those 
this year (includ· fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe ___ ___;:._..-, 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball anJ football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
-~ Yes 
About how many books outside your maj or do you rea d each year? ,A/Jn.e. 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? / 
--'---
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
yo ur major, which ones would you choose? 1 (Incl~deAa~x to yhich Jpu 
already subscribe). Ii'-<::- r sf e, .-1...s r} Ju.~ { rCL t"q' / w e.s<t =11 'n \io-c S c VY\.. e-
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequentl~ 
. -== 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (show~sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank Sex -m~L (!_ 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall u rte Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; Shirley Chisolm; alter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and foo tball games here 
at USU do you attend? Jl\_ 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
---About how many books outside your major do you read each year?~ 
~:~;(LY ur:;;"tt~::':;_ au~::s cl"°'J~ fl,;-oW N 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ~ ~ ~ 
Name two or three. 
I 
S:::. " e j Q_} ', ' S a ..--
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choo se? (Include any to which you 
al ready subscribe). , , , f ~1l--tQ +cc0ec "-J ,er:i--r o ., :._ ,, f lct J &.o7 
How often do you read Stu.Jent Lie? Never Occasionally Fre4uently Always 
6 ';__co_} -qc I j 1 1Yl -e._ .:_, , " Th ,e_ ~-f_f t° C "' ~ J ~ "The_ c0 
Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news,~ ~· t ~efc .-Y zy. ~ 
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank £.A Maj orJO ti/' IJ S ex _ __.,__M_,_ _ _ 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
A CULTURAL I NTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (inc~n_J fall quarter): ~k Anderson ;)B uckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; !1oshe Dayan';)t,.nirley Cniso ~ei~ lCer Hel]j1.>. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
sr/11 
Have you t aken a class outside your major or minor th at was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your maj or do you rea d each year? ...3 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. [), e K c-Re '/()~'1 
so ttN s'Te, N l e 
Jf!Jtf().S p,; :A, I 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in t he 
Fine Art s Center t his year? ,,3 
Name two or three. 
PR l)v u <:::, Y µfr-,oN · 
C.HflMbe s f<'/1, 
If yo u were off ered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (In c lude any to which you 
already s ub scribe) . 
£botJ'I 
p;•,··· J',t 
(7) How often do yo u read Student Life? Never Occasionally ~ Frequently (_~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
<ro 6D T,11es J) /I .I I' 
NB~ N ~ W S J 1J /V R 
(9) Name the occ up ation s of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman Will iam Buckley 
James St. Clai r Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wrigh t Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 

Class Rank ~Seu,c,,t. Maj or µ,\,,+ , Cd, Sex ;: 
-----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): _ Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
--
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? /{) 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. l-lu.lG'!e,
1
, Hol+ 
(5) 
(6) 
L"'di'Aq C..u.1·h..,11.c. & ~s. 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ~l.,\..i.l.,, 'Y-\ b 
Name two or three. f,J-....Ac~l'~e.u1:.. (, t)T 
1 
;...__019,:..is 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). Ps')c k..olc~ j cd~j 
s.~L' ~ l ()~ j IV\_~ ~ <'., :"->-t'., 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
1 T, ~ 01<. ~1.;s i.vt,eJe. 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
/) I ) o .;' ii~s e. ,c,'-!,c,.,5 (\ B s .s ~ ,tJs -~ r... , s f'Y\./A- ·~-c i-4' 5 I 
/}\e 1J t t,. D c. ~'1_ t,<..l~ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair - Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright · A,cc.k1.Lcc-t Alexander Solzhenitsyn - v-J/c ,'µ__ ~~ -
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank Xv- Sex M 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who red on the USU campus 
this year (including fall q~rte..rl._;_ ( _ Jac ~ Anderson , Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; ~she Day':_::.) ~iliy C~; wa-1 ter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball
11
and football games h~re , I 
at USU do you attend? Al/ U I C,o..,V\. (}.)l~ the.<-\ cLo VLof iiJe.-r~ew ,~ ~ '1' ob, 
G Apf (oY.. '7.5t b~h~l.J( 
-I- r O {) 7,, !wf-blt,{ I 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your majo r do you read each year? /() 
Name a few of you r f avorite books or autho rs, ~ . ;.,- / - h I_ tf 
,(e,/,j;tJ,<-s boo Kj'" 
1 
S /---vwvJs, &,tfe~.l~ovts of S'he,13 \-ies. 't - 6 ,,. , , 
, 6'rdbU){v,, .4-z.:Vk_ov Poe OtcJe-n.s e)1-e._ , 
d ' I I I 
How many plays, conc erts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? o2 , , 
Name two or three, ,,!0 d'I; 11..:5 {;/...a er. q_ Co,veA y 1/L'e 
1}f ~s, 'a. A 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe), <::;fz..,,{S 1 Uu..s, A/eA.»sweeK 1 ./- T1-VVt.e s 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ~ - Always 
' "4,l~ 
oe"?~ (8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows,~~ ports events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman William Buckley {'_.,;, 1,1.~e;.-L1.J-i lte /je./~ , 
James St. Clair W1r:J-e \c' Jerry terHorst ~ lL.l,11"'-:l!\.&t 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn !u_:;.,,,'tU'I. der 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 

Class Rank~ Sex F 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): ~ Anderso.ii>, Buckmins ter Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; ~h( Da~ 'S..hirley Chls-oyn~ Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? JO 
Name a f ew of your favorite books or authors . 
"lli '.::>c-.\r '- -:So. .. .... , fl'\ \" t~" .. ,-
\\~·n,,~"'f'\ we)~ ~ ) , - \, l \ IM \ L1 I 
.QI'." :\ 11\Y1 c, ~ .JCTY:"'\11'< ... , \ 1\, '\ c, q,-0 {.)l 'i VJ,'<' 11 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? VoA~ 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). 
~<-~~\ Sf~ TLl.v.,jt1.1----U.f1 Wt<ttW,--.~ f'"i, 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? 
\,\ \ w f~'" ~ 
Never Occasionally Frequently ~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
)\ (. \; SJ ')~tlWt 5 'Sh O ... , S ./ ~ C (j, f\o\.t 11, '( <_; 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the followi ng as possible: 
Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair lc,vJ~.,.-
Frank Lloyd Wright cr c,+.,'t~L-t 
Henry Moore \: V. (;:·f\~( -~I\\" 't 'v-
William Buckley l\e~ s ~J.:ib, 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn wr ; -t~r 
Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank~ Major Sex_~ M-~--
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
( 5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
(8) 
(9) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your 
Name a fe w of your favo rite books 
/Jesse To/Advt-
l--~ Oc:?s /2l;;--::;os 
major do you rea d each year? 
or authors. 
3-4 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? _!:;""' 
N~:tr~ ~~ 
If you we~ ~ ubscriptions to any three magazines outs,ide 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). ;---
r'"Jyvl-t toe~ 1 AJ..e.uJ"7-~ J 
Occasionally ~Always How often do you read Student Life? Never 
Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milto n Friedman .,e,(.£T),-(~ William Buckley lfYU.,~~~ 
_u~ . o 
James St. Clair M.12~ 
Frank Lloyd Wright AA~ 
Henry Moore 
Jerry terHorst & I ~~ 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn  
Salvadore Dali ~ 
r 
Class RankJf- Maj o\jO'lr'OaitSOL Sex_f:...___ __ _ 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): ack Anderso · Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler;~oshe Daya~ hirley Chisolm· ,w_a~t_e_r~~~-
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? /O 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
uhietv11tP OrkJrz ere i1M C)(,X;r IJU. ~o -Coo I j Pe6/-
How ,~la~sct concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year?~~ 
Name two or three. fla:l-uJoccl 1m L, -
llfd/1 .SlpYlphoW(J _ Ot I Id }els 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 
;!rte /S-,l?t4?1,f2br 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ 
(8) 
(9) 
Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
IJCrfj .:5£,(curn do 0- ..e~r--~dct,; T. tJ. 
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman - eUfY)tJYniof 
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wright-Qr{,h 1 kd 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
' 
Salvadore Dali -~ 
Class Rank J.0 &<.t~ , Maj or/../_~ Sex :J..e&M-<tt..-lv 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FOR1'1 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including f~uarter): (Jack___Ande~ Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler;~s~e Dayan· Shirley Chisom; Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? ~
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your maj or do you rea d each year? '75-/0-0 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
~ -;t}~. ~ )o/~) f'~ /f/~_, 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? S ~ /() 
Name two or three. 
(J£du f""~/' ~ -ij~~ 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 11~ J~CAV, -f~ £JajJ.-,tvb 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright -~ Alexa nder Solzhenitsyn -~ 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
11~~~.· 
m~, -M4~ -
Major _=5'~ Sex 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the on the USU campus 
Buckminster Fuller; 
Heller. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball anJ football games here 
at USU do you attend? IC0'7o f[ (h_ ~~ 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? ~
 No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? /o, c() 
Name a few of ~r t::;:;;ooks;:;tJ~ ~ a,7',, 
~~~~7 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ,,1 . I-? u't,e_ 
Name two or three. ///~ -~ 
·r-~;t&c -
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). /UtMMJ.;-edz I J2ot0 ~'-{ 1 /t)~~j ~ 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
!() JW~ J ~/ (IP rfv· ~ 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milto n Friedman~ 
James St. Clair .If~~ 
Frank Lloyd Wright vc.{,}.;_ U 
Henry Moore-~~ 
William Buckley , ~ 
Jerry terHorst ~~~ 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn~ 
Salvadore Dali - r~ 

Class Rank j le. Major ,-..),i+ Se x rYI 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (inc.luding fall quarter): ._ Jack Anderson· Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler, Moshe Dayan; . hirley Chi;;;im;> Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball anJ football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
100.%' 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? ~
(_Yes No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year?~ '~-
(6) 
( 7) 
Name two or three . 
• I 5(..A , , 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). 
/! 'I C• 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally , Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, po,::~ events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman 
t:C £/)! · HI l.:S ' 
James St. Clair 
[{)L.'.,IA. 
Frank Lloyd Wright 
Henry Moore 
William Bue lfr( 
ttJ''v ft ' 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
/ 
Salvadore Dali 
Always 
lee. / I Of•' tJI'- ,r,e 
Class Rank~ Major~ Sex (V1a/e_ 
(1) 
(2) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUAJ'JQN FORM 
LNh IJ lUflc~ PRl)/flif'irc-c 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan;__ Shirley Chi sa] m; Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? ~
~ No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? _j.t2_ 
Name a few of your favori te books or authors. 
(5) 
JU;/ 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ·-==3 
Name two or three. 
//0! 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choos,;3 (Include any to whffh you 
alr eady subscribe). ~j(- ~SB .!}8~(': h(;f:;~ 
 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? ~ Occasionally Frequently Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
~ t- 0oh11ny Carson 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman - e£()J'J0f11IS f 
James St. Clair - /awrer 
William Buckley - C J/lt!Yl//l/s t 
Jerry terHorst - coft1m/11S r 
Frank Lloyd Wright -arr..fi,.ft?if Alexander Solzhenitsyn - auffitJ/' 
Henry Moore - (Y) ( A Salvadore Dali - f~ ,'n )-er 
a!J yfJw;3 bllr , t:/fJcJ tt'f'/'/ny 
£t--5--; f f-1-e s ll rue y s 
f)<Z I )7 I U 31~eh 
<b ~ 
SfJ//uclcs 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names people who have lectured on the USU campus 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
this year (in~~""'-"-4..-~' 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe 
~=J=>-~....___,J~a~ck An on· Buckminster Fuller; 
alter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your f avorite books or authors . 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ~ c~< 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). \\v•"t' , /l)<,>v_,.. w~e ~ 1 U<.E>c....,.?'-' t/:) J'-<-<.,.r 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally 6~ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
S fo-it.-", 1 Iv<?---.,\ f\Ac ,_ e 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair \ c.......,tev 
Frank Lloyd Wright c,. ...... c .~\--<-c.l 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley ft '1 ~c. ·.,_. 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Salvadore Dali 

Class Ranls, luMrc(( Maj or fu"S'C Sex 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (inc~ fall quarter Jack Andersoni; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler· Moshe Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
0 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
tknry ~s 1 -fu/Vl ~~v1d, UOJ1~u1AS 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? () 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 
Nf:Wyu)Zr;t J A1f CttJ-[c_, P~dwlCfj9 &;Paj 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ~ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) 
/'Ylf'totf ~ (Y!OU1'i'j 
Name the occupations of as many 
Mil ton Friedman - tQ.b Vl.0 [IVl,('7+ 
James St. Clair ~ lawytr. 
Frank Lloyd Wright ~ ttlf'Cbuitcf" 
Henry Moore 
of the following as possible: 
William Buckley -jGU..uV1a.l ts-f 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn - {IJitVL@r 
Salvadore Dali - [X_J-fut 

Class Rank_~.-e:+--~- Major <5.{,u, 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall s_.arter): ck Anderson Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; ~she Day~; CS_Kir ey iso , a ter Heller 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ·2-
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). r\;E.4.J \{ h'\ e S f_\36Y\.Y 
~ J 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ~ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Cla ss Rank Jr,, Maj or Pol. Sc..;. 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have ctured on the USU campus 
this year (includin fall quart er Jack Anderson Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler· ~she Daya n; Shirley Chisolm Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximat ely wha t percentage of the baske tball and football games here 
at USU do you a tten d? 
I 00 o/o 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you rea d each year? /D 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
lJo--i,, ,,H' t; ~ 1 f; ,~-f i Cf~; /UL s e y I Sol zh(l///1 ~ fs y 1,,o_; 1 
(5) How many plays, concerts , or similar ac tivities have you at tended in the 
Fi ne Arts Center this year? /I)~ 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you wer e offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). /V/ o cf9--rv, <i>h-afc ~ , ,, p h ~ A--f {c~i<.. t?1(J.,.,,..-ft, /y I 
5 .. ~ c(u 'f , ... ~_;, ,:,,,J I N cA..LJ s (.,(,~ I p 5 y aa.if Os '( (<) cl'lj 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Neve r Occasionally Frequently~~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, . sports, events, etc.) 
AJ{l,i,Js :5 ~5 1 b c, 5 /c..e;l.t&) !( i ~, h !s 
O r.,.c..c;S/~ j!h~ 0-1 D .J: t>.,S 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the foll owing as possible: 
~ 5t.,,,J"'f.ii.1C. 
Milton Friedman b..'-<TVlc,,,,,-,.,f- William Buckley J o.........,,.., ,,(',sf 
James St. Clair L"'.,,.,, 1 (.. ,J, ~ 
Frank Lloyd Wright /}yd, ·,J,R,i:,l,_-f 
Henry Moore 
Jer r y terHorst f~__,,,.-..-,c; (;s+-
.11 JI . .,_,_,... Alexander Solzhenitsyn fl11/--A~vv, 
Salvadore Dali f v-~ 
Class Rank .5D-:f' l. Maj or i;h-.,C- Sex 'YI_ 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names 
this year (includin 
Ro.n Zeigler; 1oshe Dayan 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
I 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
Abou t how many books outside your major do you read each year? 1 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
~~~~I 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ~ ~ 
Name two or three. 
19~~ - L---6/v~ 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would' you choose? (Include any to which you 
1 
./ 1 nO 
already subs cribe ). ")t}J-,~ ... ~ I C c - .J /.L o!../-)(,,. .' <- V 5,, ,.tJ~ s. <1' c..J~ ~ 
~-~ j l 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never OccasJonally ~ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows,~ sports, 
/' A.I~ 
events, etc.) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the fo llowing as possible: 
Milton Friedman -r~ --r~ -William Buckley .---c~  ~ . 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst~ 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 

Class Rank~ Maj or QO\\,Q_ Sex~ 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
(2) 
(3) 
this year (inc lud ing fall quar ter): ck Anders ; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; ~she Day~ irle y Chisolm · Walter Heller. 
Approximately 
at USU do you 
wha t percentage of the 
attend? ~t_ 
basketball and football games here 
Have you ta ken a class 
required? ~
outside your major or minor that was in no way 
No 
(4) 
~ 
About how many books outside your major do you rea d each 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
I 
-IJ;l)-1 
year? coon+ J
(5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
(8) 
G--Ar'-{ Sn"( du-, ~ P~ . . 
\--\e.minOt UJCl.A.-( I &:o~ 0.600\- w, \~ ness 
How many plays, concert s, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? _s!;)___ 
Name two or three . 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
yo ur major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe), rf)ovf\-\0.,f'\ G-P..~ Q~~ ~
~°"I'\\ c.. C,.o.(" ~, ~ S,e.n-Q CJ u b t)l.) l \ e.,\;, "
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
the t hi ngs you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, event\, 
.:f dD~~ bW~ (). \,\) _. 0, \A.Xl t'\t-0"-l_ ~ 
etc.) Name 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the fol lowing as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
\-\-\ '<, ~ 
<:::_a. ffi~ \ '{"\°\ . 
X,-c._00"'~ s~,\\~ 
~\'(_,f\C\ 
<\<Q.Qci1 (\ °'\
Class Rank 
----
Major 
-----
Sex 
-----
A CULTURAL I NTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; MosheDayan; Shirley Chiso lm; Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? /2.__ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fi ne Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. 
I 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). /_ 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally (' Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
/"'' 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman William Buckley - (~ .;. I 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst fP/../1-,er I t 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali ~ 
Always 
-; 
Class Rank St Major iAst Sex r{\ 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): ack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; 1oshe Dayan _ irley Chisolm 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 30 / 0 
( 3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you rea d each year? ~/5 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
t. D s ~ B.e-o\c., 
(5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
"J ~.'To {fee .. "'-- T\-.1 l08r 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? :3 
Name tf~th~L ~i.r-
l\ S (A S1~ cl~~ 
If you were off~r~d 1ree subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). ~{ ~. ~~ s. 5 WNlci ~p.'V+ 
B-'/ · {) . s.+.,.. A,x. s 
'1 A+.,t;~ 0 I,~ 
How often do you read Student Li fe? Never 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
6~5 ~ '> 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman 
James St. Clair ~ ~ #J1:AAM 
Frank Lloyd Wrigh t ~~ 
Willi am Buckley c.vv...~h..... S-... ~ N . Y. 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn ~lC' 
Always 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 5~{,,... ·h. Ark~+-~ l) 
~( 
Class Rank c?-?,d,...--Maj or /;;;;-r,c.,, I 
Sc,-,.,,?<< 
Sex /"?--;:> 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those 
this year (includ~fall 
Ron Zeigler;~ ~Dayan 
Fuller; 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? _ ~ \ .s ----0 /' ~' 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? ~ No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? !/ () 
Name a f ew of yo ur favorite books or aut hors. 
~-2J {.:,Y?c ~1/y --0· /( (ob .. ~ '-' 7 
(5) 
.J.1.,, -J'u.,,........, Cc ,fo-:, Cc.si·-,~,.,,. 
How many plays, concerts, or 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. 
F!ea,fwc ,.cl /'YJ.,.,c • 
similar activi ties have you attended in the 
I 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe) . /,'/?'7( 
IL,\~-....,~'-<.,.! t:. t 
0°7IC<yhoy 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
/?.)::rt~, r, ( 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the followi ng as possible: 
Milton Friedman .'("'Cc.,.,,.""' ~f William Buckley - f<>/JC. Sh<...,_, ~ - :, I 
,f?- :::,~<::...'y Jerry terHorst -re',,,...,.,,,.. c-s-s 
Frank Lloyd Wright -~,~, Alexander Solzhenitsyn - c:....i/ 1.f e: ,,,. 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Class Ranl&o ~~'- Major\\~,s,{. Sex V'v"-
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron ZeiglerS-.Moshe Da arr-
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
quarter): C::Jack Anderson) Buckminster Fuller; 
hir~, Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you r~a d each year? /[) 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . f<L»1KL 1J -( d?J-,0 1 f!,a,,,<.) I"'-e ~"'-" 
~~()-~~} 
How many plays, concerts, or s~ilar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? [,.) 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would yQu c~oo~e? (Include any tQ wh~ch you 
already subscribe). ~o.ch.,-.D ~o-',1. J ~~ \()~ J S(? 1'\....-~ ,_,Q. __ Q...;,_,t~ 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally ~ Always 
(8) 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milto n Friedman William Buckley• 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Fra nk Lloyd Wright wt ,\~ !l. Alexander Solzhenitsyn ~e, ,e 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali f~n ;~ 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Ci rcle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (in clud ing fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; Shirley Chisolm ; Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately wha t per cent age of the bask etball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? ? ~/-
~ 
( 3) Have you t aken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you rea d each year? ~ 
Name a few of your favorite boo ks or authors . 
( 5) How many plays, co ncerts, or similar ac tivities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this yea r? t:J 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones woulc],. yo1,1, choose) (Include any to which you 
already subscribe) . 5 / "'-r,r::,- ,;/?.,.,-::1?"r-e7 "'#' 
(7) How often do you read Student Life ? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news,~ events, etc.) 
h ~.-/ _,,(je! / ,/ _5l a:_ ,,-,?P_.5' 
~ =- ::,,' , ?-?,? A'e 
(9) Name the occupatio ns of as many of the f ollowing as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman William Buckley ffe c..v.s C<'?>/e,-
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wrigh t Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack ~ ~Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; @oshe Dayan;- Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? // 
Name a few of your favori te books or authors . 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? (: 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). (' ( 5 /22:.?1-, s - ,! tc.-/?LO ;C2Jeprrt:r 
// /c7CI.!. ~- /Rt ,,I) 
7 / JJ 1c 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never ~ asion ~ Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
12-1ct-5 
Sl/c:·",J 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
Class Rank ~ AD Maj or ::H-broRY Sex ____ _ 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have ured on the USU campus 
(2) 
(3) 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Andersoi:0 Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; foshe Day_arv, Stiirley Chiso lm; W,al ter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 0% 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? ~-ls --------
Name a few of your favorite books or a?Jh ors. . 
91 er s 7-t" ,L, c of.,C.,, ~ .At.,~ e-LQ 
(5) 
(6) 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? ~vt _ 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). :-; <,_,.----, , ~-, ~-+ 
--r: = e '-t/.5 //,/ ~~ d rY" " drr IA --z (':) 0 n.. --t / ~ ...€ "' cu.-.< .s V 0 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Neve r ~ Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
-S =L-vi. '*- LA-!>·~-\ ch t V 
·-
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the follow ing as possible: 
Always 
Milton Friedman Wil(2' am Buckley ( -I 
/. ' f- - re: ?1 'c /> O'YIJ l. V -,C,<. 1 \( -e_ o urnn1.S L 
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wr~ght 
{) r cf1.1 /. -R.. c. r 
Henry Moore 
Jer;:y .terHofs1=£ 
(__' CJ I u ,Y.1 Y1 I s I 
Al~er Solzhenj tsy}l 
:' ~.s s J"o--n <.,!/ u+-Z<-c,.,z_, 
Salvadore Dali 
-/) te-! I :5 f-
.----;--
/ h 7 t17 d _L cU) ; 
W.J:Jf-t.Y ..sk 
/ 
_5 )"l Ov<J / Yl-0 t,-/ '/ c.,,-
/ 
) 
Class Rank T Major J./u!«p Sex m 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? Sb~,;, 
Have you taken a class outsid e your major or minor th at was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
(5) 
(6) 
Name a few of your favori te books or authors . 
Tdljor Cc,-U~cl( Cf,5 o f-z A en ,f--5]µ 
t: Mt"/ e .> <;; c I.."' / J Z-
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? c::;> 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones ?\jould you choose? (Include ~ny to which you 
already subs cribe ). /'h5pco ky;; ro?-l=?J :7/ >1,/l. e 
/?:. of /e 1f 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never ~I;z::> Frequently 
(8) Name the thin gs you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
fl)o :r ti 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman - ecoJ.10M1f f William Buckley - fu ft l-1ct4 V1 
Jerry terHorst 
Always 
James St. Clair /awt.;~/ 
Frank Lloyd Wrighta,c4..el~f 
Henry Moore 
Alexa nder 
Salvadore 
Solzhenitsyn - au./-i.OY,' vV r I fe' ~ 
Dali - racft~d-( tA //1-Uluf; /;, 1° f-
Class Rank~ph 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
A CULTURAL I NTERESTS EVALUATION FORN 
Circle the names of those on the USU campus 
this year (includin 1 uarter And~&on· Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; ..;;....;o~s~h~e~;;~;;,;._....::::::::;;..:_l~e~y==C=h=i=s=o=l=---, Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at usu do you attend? d sn % bec,fcqj---4(/ n 6 Pov1'q1/ 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? t..;~0 -~(_) 
Nam~ a 1~~ of _your~avorite books or authors. . /'J J / ~ sclkoo<~ r/wmc.) !3G/J, / ~~ }!c y6 L)--::,/ r-c_ hc.LJ/"5 
How many plays, concerts, or sfmilar activities 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three . .CJ J . I'-, 
f I<.~ ..__'<.,Gf I / 4 '-
have you attended in the 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which one711y2ul you choose? (Incl~e any to fhich you 
already subscribe). rr c.. cl ':f. // ,rF !Jc /c:e_ 17c;Jo2.,,~
1 
/l;e:, - C/o"'::>~ Cc cr,,_· 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionall~~ Always 
(8) Name the things you wafch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
/VvvJ5, Wt?«~ --
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman el uhot?!C'::d William Buckley ( Of\";)< 1J ,h.c 0° )'-'l'Y'Ylis j 
James St. Clair fw--,.J ~,...-#JIX.or,JJ erry terHorst 10::,//ul'YJ;,,,_;/ ;2-/rl.P,, fi,es;r/-e-r"!h· 
; : fre>s5 sec_,r~/c,'? ( h ~I) 
Frank Lloyd Wright u((_h,k}-- Alexander Solzhenit?)Yn ; + 
/( 4)5/"" .v?u 1..F~/ n 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
I re1c/ c;/ol--
a n?I !Fief/\ f;,, r,J rea.c/,j' 
Im rac.,12) ;7oh - Crus 5 
Class Rank 5!lf Major ____ _ Sex 
- ----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson ; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; J:'\Q~gteY: Chis~ Walter Heller . 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball anu foo tbal l games here 
at USU do you at ten d? 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
,..5 '7o 
Have you ta ken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you rea d each year? c:25= 
Name a ,!;w 9f your favorite bo ok s or authors . far c• /1/1/~ ? 0J,J/pe(lk_ ffi ! /1.{' ~ ;7/lk>.-, ''>-) )'.)7 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fi ne Arts Center this year? ;!.., 
.=e tw~~ =- //,r, /?""'Y 
~:VAY c CJ<--.. fu-.vl--> { 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choo se? (Include any to which yot.1.,. 
already subscribe). R-~~:5 ;;J;:ye:,r u -5. ~......., s ~ Fv-.J,..,,._, ~:,r 
(7) How often do you read Student Life~ Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
)?lt,J , "-'-!.J M/.5-/-.., .. ~/ Jf>N1.5 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair ) lfcr'(,J' ... f Jerry terHorst 
• J_ ,c ), .d~ ,i 
Frank Lloyd Wright / f7 Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Always 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): <:::Jack Anderson~ Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan) Shirley Chisolm · Walter Heller -. 
c.. - - --
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
(4) 
required? _ CY es No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. _~/ .,-----..,< 
kS,-u-~ > ~· .,.,,_,, -~ -"'?~ , u r c__.~//=-,~ 
?-~c>fc~ J~,(/~-=> 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? c2 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 7 / ~ / /Z ._2.c_ < =~ ·"--" ,,,( / n/ 6....-.c. .. 0 cc_ 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently (Al ways) 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, ne~s, / sports, events, etc.) 
~-z_- e-,-,..,,-a.-.. ~ C /1'-"'1,>1-S .r'y'/ ~..-,,'°'- /?-:7 7' /!-'/) 
s /J"" '-'""' --~ / -cl J c/'d-,J < :c--=-.ef / ;}..e_'-") 9:-j-L~c_. .......... -... ~-6-- / ~ ? 
,v C,,£,,v-., c c .e2, ~~--$ _) 
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: (9) 
Milton Friedman 

Class Rank S~. Maj or Su _ EJ) Sex f./1 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
Circle the names of those 
thi s year (in ding fa 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Daya;· 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
yarter): Jae Ander~on; Buckminster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisol : ~alter Hel~ 
Appro ximately what percenta~f the . basketball anJ football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you rea d each year? (-,~ff" 
Name a f ew o f y o ur fav or i te books or authors . 
( 5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
~1~ -
~~-
How many plays, concerts, or ~ilar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? L..,.J 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would ~ou choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). ~ iL . . i
6~ ~ ' ' 
0 ~ i C 'ii ~ f'7"'J., I - ..... &;; ... Q ~
How often do you read Stuaent Life? Never Occasionally Frequently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
~ - fJ~ -
lU~ -
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair ~ ~ 
Frank Lloyd Wright _~ 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley - ~ 
Jerry terHorst _ ~ 
Alexa nder Solzhenitsyn - ~ 
Salvadore Dali - a..cu:.u( 
Always 
J~)~/~f~ -
~ 
Class RanV ;(!: Maj or/'-! V- b Sex_f) 1/!Jc_1£ {? 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson ; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; (]b irley Chii_ol~ Walter Heller. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Approximately 
at USU do you 
what percentage of the 
attend? / t/~ 
basketball and football games here 
Have you taken a class ou tsid e your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside yo ur maj or do you~e ~a~ ear? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. - ("" 
(_/~ 
(5) How many plays, concerts , or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fi ne Arts Center this year?~/\ _ 
Name two or three. rl,,fr~............-
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to 
you r major, which ones :o~l~~~ch oose? 
already subscribe). )'Jf'~~ 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Stu den t Life? Never Occasionally ~ equen~ Always 
(8) 
(9) 
Name the things you watch on TV (sh~~...;11)7s, . sports, events, etc.) 
,S.w/9.I ~~~ ??~ 7~_# 
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wright 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley 
Jerry terHorst '..(L.__ 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn -0~ 
Salvadore Dali 
Class Rank 0(, Maj or 0(')1 \l'Oti\tSh\ Sex_f,_- __ _ 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Gack Anderso 'n';'}Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler;{Jfushe Dayan'!·~nirley Chisolrri;" ~Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class 
required? GJ 
Yes 
--
outside your major or minor that was in no way 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? I(:) to z~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
(6) 
Name two or three. 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
already subscribe). o~ . . L_, \.). , 
'\lc\llc'-'-· , '\C:':.t 
\\ffi~ 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
f\ ~u.::s 
sp12c \QI s 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair 
\n: ~ ( 
Frank Lloyd Wright 
I 
Qt\. Y\.~ '<;1C.\.).\' 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley 
\.l::')_\......1. ~c J. s ,f\u:\cr 
Jerry terHorst 
\=)1-QS'3 c:i..,,1...Q·,°'---'i 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
QJt1 led o.u:\'hc.c ~ r ~('(\. 'Ku~<.,, C'\. 
Sal vad or e Dali 
\'Cll1~cr 
/I , ;j 1/l 
Class Rank ij£/vtl Major JJ-ii-t- Sex //ff 
(1) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; 
people who have lectured on the USU campus 
quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisolm; Walter Helle r . 
----- -... 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? ~
(3) 
(4 ) 
( 5 ) 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
Yes 
About how many books outside your maj or do you read eac h year? 
Name a f ew of you r f avor i te books or authors. 
? 
How many plays, concerts, or ~ar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year?~ 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, wh~ch ones would y//rou choope7 (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 1?'/'!JI<; 'tVJJ; o/ .. J;t,,rv r, (\) i 
I 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionall ~ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
-----------
(9) Name the o ccupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman --fl[l/)1~ William Buckley ~Ln41L 
James St. Clair • / ;JLV 7 { ~ _J_ Jerry terHors t • 
Frank Lloyd Wright ' ~ ( [/ 1 ·· ?/ Alexander Solzhenitsyn ' (}/ y) fl{.\ 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali J 

Class Rani<-S r · Major (-hs± Sex 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
A CULTURAL I NTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names people who have l ec tured on the USU campus 
this year (incl · J ac k Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; \ sT 
Ron ~~~~o;,:s:.,:h~e ~~;;::.: .:_.:__:ri~=== c~ ·==:'.:.'.:.'.m2.;_W:..:_al ter Heller . l,UCL6 \'"\.O t- Jr. ,Q...f' C:.. °' 
Approximately 
at USU do you 
what percentage of the basketball and foo tbal l games here 
attend? 
Have you taken a class outsid e your maj or or minor that was in no way 
required? 
es No 
(4) About how many boo ks outside yo ur maj or do you read each year? ~~-;/c:J 
Name a few of you r f avo r ite books or au t hor s. 
( 5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Incl ud~ anx "to which you 1- \ - c... 
already subscribe). Rc J Q.o r--Qw~ ,,e_ 1..0.s1..0-e. e. "'- c,::,.sr'<'-0 ,\.,\l 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
fve ~ ....s 
f0.-0 v 1 ~....s\ . 
spec1 0'-s 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright Alexander Solzh enitsyn 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali 
Class Ra~ Majo~ Sex (}( 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5 ) 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have ~tured on the USU campus 
-this year (inclu~~ qua ter): ack Anderso ; Buc kmi nster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler;~ ...._h i_r_l_ey Chi so m;--~a lter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your Name a few of yo"Jh}'!t;oks major do you read each year? or authors . 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you a tten ded in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? C:J 
Name two or three. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptio ns to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would yo~ ~oose? (~nc;~ any to which you 
already subscribe). /;~)/¢'~f7Yt!;~/Jj 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
(9) 
/ll'll)~ 
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
"/?>jj?;lh~ Milton Friedman 
James St. Clair 
Frank Lloyd Wright - c2<,z$-r' 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn ----~~)"" 
Salvadore Dali -dM,~Y-

Class Rank -:}p, Maj or J of14n . S ex __ _,r:'----
(1) 
Jc ....c. v~,a {,"'-.i,·/1.--. 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORH 
Circle the names of those 
this year (including fall 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan 
people who have lectu re d on the USU campus 
quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
(2) Approximately what percentage of the baske tball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
(3) Have you taken a class outside your major or minor th at was in no way 
required? 
No 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? (5 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors . 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? d':Y 
Name two or thr ee. 
(6) If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Incl ude any to which you 
already subscribe). _ ___,-,r./f e...-, tt~"> . /1 ..e '-...,. ~ 
do~ (V(@ 7><01 '"7,4-v--
( 7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally CF~_: que~ Always 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
,,.-, e...-<....-S 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the follow ing as possible: 
Mil ton Friedman 
James St. Clair -
/), / . · ..-,;1,S --;,-
c_,:l ' ( (,.( t,, 
Frank Lloyd Wright 
Henry Moore 
William Buckley 
Jerry terHorst 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Salvadore Dali 
~ -tr / ? -!.:, 7 J-.~'i:?' 
- ''<'' / 7/5' ' 
Class Rank)~ Maj or b\,~or~ Sex F 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
(8) 
(9) 
-----
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson~ Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe Dayan; Shirley Chisolm; Walter Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball anu football games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? /0·-)._0 
Name a few of Y,our favorite books or authors. 
~CV, a ~or~ of- Y-4.. e I<; J..0 "S 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? _J.-3 
Name two or three. 
v.)i llo-~"-d. S" 
£,v-n <L ¢ 1 "" l NQ 
If you were offered free subscriptions to any three magazines outside 
your major, which ones would you choose? (Include any to which you 
already subscribe). . . , 
CV\. S, f\)oJ.--{ c;-.,..<u(._ G.<Z:o<&-ro.p ~c:..._ 
N" ws \,\.)<LQ. I~ 
How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Frequently ~ 
Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
VCir<.J-L{t;(_CL , ......,... "r(orfs ;-- Sp<ZciJ. <l.uQJs 
Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman <l.Con~ s;:f.,. William Buckley LtTV1.9--r<ZS5 IY1~ 
James St. Clair lec.1.vy(l./.- Jerry terHorst jt,\/'-Yno../'l,<,sl'r' 
Frank Lloyd Wright Ol.rcA-i feet Alexander Solzhenitsyn ()..) r if-<l.r 
Henry Moore Salvadore Dali fM.de.r 
re a_ lt' r1 9--
yp or ts 
"fi_e_ ~d Oaf S 
yYl en.JI Q 5 
Class Rank 5/ 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names of those people who have lectured on the USU campus 
this year (including fall quarter): Jack Anderson; Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; }J.Qshe Dayan; ~ irle y Chi,aolmi,_ Walte.r_ijel~r . 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and foo tball games here 
at USU do you attend? 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
No 
About how many books outside your major do you read each year? 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
/_ -/2-(9 
How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? (.I_ 
Name two or three . .- ~ 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choos e? 
already subscribe). ~ 
/V~ 
I 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
(7) How often do you read Student Life? Never Occasionally Freq uently 
(8) Name the things you watch on TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
f 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman William Buckley 
James St. Clair Jerry terHorst 
Frank Lloyd Wright ,. t Alexander Solzhenitsyn - Dt 
Henry Moore Salvad ore Dali -
Class Ra~-A.D Maj or~~1"o~y 
A CULTURAL INTERESTS EVALUATION FORM 
(1) Circle the names people who have le re on the USU campus 
(2) 
( 3) 
this year (in~c~l~u~d~i=-i.,.__........,~ uarter Jack Anderson· Buckminster Fuller; 
Ron Zeigler; Moshe _____ ....;;,.._..,. hirley Chisom; er Heller. 
Approximately what percentage of the basketball and football games here 
at USU do you attend? J,t; .... 30 ,~ 
Have you taken a class outside your major or minor that was in no way 
required? 
(4) About how many books outside your major do you read each year? .26-:J.~ 
Name a few of your favorite books or authors. 
rei Ku 1t,r t)oNA.Jc.e. 'i u r 
~lst.. t.JE.-1"1 z.t.. "-' · (tzu. £/C/'-~·~ f.u ss~>i,..; ~,"""rl""-). 
14-t,, Mri&IL C U<.,u,c. 
(5) How many plays, concerts, or similar activities have you attended in the 
Fine Arts Center this year? / 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Name two or three. 
~ M_ t 'i,S1A-,-/ 
If you were offered free subscriptions to 
your major, which ones would you choose? 
any three magazines outside 
(Include any to which you 
already subscribe). 
P?-, ~I 
-u.-s,~-~ 
How often do you read Student Life? Never ~ Frequently 
Name the things you watch on 
"""?'U,W s 
~~·,t.u 
TV (shows, news, sports, events, etc.) 
S IL1 TA. u<- . 
(9) Name the occupations of as many of the following as possible: 
Milton Friedman 7 
James St. Clair ~'1 VJ 
William Buckley ~ 
Jerry terHorst ~ 
Always 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn ~ ~~7" ~ 
Salvadore Dali I.A4 ~ ""'~ 
Frank Lloyd Wright ~ · 
Henry Moore 7 
()'"VU- lA,,t s ~ <>'? ~ 
_.,<µ~. 
